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(ABSTRACT)

The quality of whole·tree wood chips has been the focus ofmuch attention during the past few
years because of the increased use of lower grade wood über in pulp production. The need to up·

Q grade the quality has resulted in the use of some form of screening system to separate acceptable
wood chips from unwanted material at most pulp mills.

In order to upgrade the chip quality, a study was conducted to determine the effect of selected
parameters of a separation system with an inclined, vibrating screen on screening efüciency. The
parameters studied included screen aperture size and frequency of oscillation. Two screen sizes (3/8
and 1/4 inch apertures) and four different frequencies (1.25, 1.50, 1.75, and 2.00 Hertz) were con-

sidered. All other shaker unit parameters were held constant. Statistical analysis revealed that the
lowest frequency resulted in the highest screening efliciencies for both the pin chips and ünes cate-
gories. Screening efüciencies were higher with 3/8 inch screen as opposed to 1/4 inch screen, for
all frequencies considered, but at 1.25 Hertz, the screening efficiency of ünes was only 6 percent
better with 3/8 inch screen.V

This analysis revealed that the lowest acceleration vectors produced the best screening effi-
ciencies. Velocity and acceleration vectors were directly related to frequency of oscillation since all
other parameters were held constant for this study. A Programmer’s Hierarchical Interactive
Graphics System (PHIGS) program was developed to graphically simulate the screen motion and
to analyze the maximum velocity and acceleration vectors of the upper swing arm (input link).
By interactively changing the shaker unit parameters, the screen motion was animated and viewed,
with the calculated vectors used in the statistical analysis.
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1.0 Introduction

At the 1987 Pulping Conference held in Wasl1ington,D.C., the key message from the first

TAPPI Chip Production and Quality Seminar was that chip quality has become measurable and
. attainable in the last 10 years due to advances in liber raw material technology, but that there are

still opportunities for irnprovement. Wood chip quality continues to be a focal point of the liber

raw material sessions because chip quality is probably the single most important factor in producing

high quality pulp. Chip quality is greatly enhanced by screening and by irnproved chipper design

and operations. Therefore, chip screening technology will continue to be an area of extensive study

within the pulp and paper industry. One drawback is the lack of published studies on particular

equipment specifications due to the competition among engineering firms within the industry.

One study of kraft pulping in Canada (Hatton,l985) reported that a majority of the mills

polled used chip specifications to exercise some control over chip (furnish) quality, but that some

mills had no control whatsoever. The study also concluded that all of the mills that took part in

the survey used some type of chip screening system and that chip specifications varied considerably.

The quality of unwanted chipped material varies from mil to mill, and even varies within

chipping operations serving the same mill. Eflicient chipping operations can reduce unwanted

material to less than 5 percent of the total mass of the chipped material. At the other extreme,

poorly maintained chippers and undesirable logging conditions can lead to up to 30 percent of the
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chipped material being rejected. There is a need in most field operations to reduce the amount of
unwanted material before transport to the mill. The amount of unwanted material a mill can tol-
erate (and still be run efficiently) varies from mill to mill. A practical limit of less than 10 percent
pins and fines content in the chip furnish has been suggested. Some mills have stricter standards
and request less than 2 percent fines content. Checking chip quality at mill woodyards have shown
that these limits are not met and that woodyard screening is necessary. The author suggests that
small scale screening units in the field can rcducc the amount of unwanted material that is trans-
ported to the mill and thus improve chip quality.

The research project reported herein relates to a study of a small scale shaking unit (inclined,
oscillating screen) parameters and their influence on chip quality. By maximizing the screening ef-
ficiencies of the pin chips and fines categories , chip quality can be improved. An analytical model ·
of the shaker unit was developed to correlate the velocity and acceleration vectors to screening ef- _

ficiency. The analytical model was incorporated into a graphical computer simulation to view the
effect varying screen pararneters have on screen motion.

Introduction . 2



2.0 Objectives

The specific objectives of this research are:
1) To experimentally separate samples of commercially produced whole-tree wood

chips with a range of parameter settings on an inclined, vibrating screen dxiven
by a crank pitman drive. ’

2) To compare the inclined, vibrating screen classification with that of a Everett
Metal Products 3307 Classifier used by a local commercial kraft mill.

l

3) To statistically correlate chip fraction screening efficiencies based on shaker
unit parameter settings. _

4) To determine the velocity and acceleration vectors of the upper and lower screen
attachment points on the inclined, vibrating screen, and determine any statist-

ical correlation of these vectors to the separation of wood chips.
5) To develope an interactive, three·dimensiona1, graphical simulation of the

vibrating screen using Programmer’s Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System
(PHIGS) and use this simulation to study screen motion and resultant chip
separation.

Objectives 3 ·



3.0 Literature Review ‘ ·

3. I Objectives of Screening Wood Chips

Two basic objectives of efficient chip screening are (Forbes,l984): l) to provide chips to the

pulping process that are of acceptable dirnensions, and 2) to separate and reject material that is di-

mensionally unacceptable to the pulping process or to the pulp mill equipment. In conventional

chips, unacceptable materials are called overs, ünes, and possibly pin chips, depending on the

product to be produced. Overs are defined as material too long or too thick to be used eüiciently

in pulp production. Fines are the smallest sized particles in the chipped material, and contain a ”

high percentage of bark and dirt. Pin chips are the fraction just below accepts, and this fraction

also contains a high percentage of bark. Pin chips contain pulpable material that is most eüiciently

used as a separate furnish.

Screening should separate debris from "good" pulp (Zirnmerrnan,l983). Debris is unaccepta-

ble material in the form of shives, chop, and dirt. The shives or slivers are defined as unseparated

übers longer than 3mm and are the main cause of web breaks on the paper machine. Chop is un-

separated übers shorter than 3mm and can cause problems with coated grades or linting in otfset
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printing. Dirt is defined as bark particles, sand, grit, and flyash. These components are detrimental
to the pulping process and should be removed prior to chip use at the mill.

3.2 Chip Classüication

The pulp and paper industry use a wide variety of processing equipment in the mills. There-
fore, an industry-wide standard for chip classification is not appropriate. Mills should use screen
trays (chip classification) that relate to their own operations (Thomas,1984). Consequently, most

. mills use three general categories to classify their chip supply. These classes are overs, ”good' chips
or accepts, and fines. Some mills use four categories and include a pir1 chips category between the
accepts and fines categories. Rejects consist of overs, fines, and debris (which can be found in all
categories). There is some overlap between these general categories. For example, one mill’s overs
may be partially included in another mill’s accepts, or vice versa. Many mills include pin chips as

accepts while others use this category as a separate furnish, or for energy production.

The three or four general chip categories which can be separated using the Williarns’ Classi-

fication are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Size distribution of wood chips using Williams' Classification.

Fraction Screen Aperature Chip Size (in.)

Oversize > 1.125
28.575mm (1 1/8 in.)

Accepts
22.225mm (7/8 in.)

· Accepts 0.875 < accepts < 0.375_ 15.875mrn (5/8 in.)
Accepts

9.525mm (3/8 in.) -
Pin Chips 0.375 < pins < 0.1875

4.76mm (3/16 in.)
Fines < 0.1875
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‘ Some mills include pin chips as accepts thereby making the acceptable range from less than 1 1/8
inches to greater than 3/ 16 inches. _

More recent classification includes an overthick screen between the oversize and accepts cate-
gories. This thickness screen rejects chips greater than 8 mm (.315 in.) when classifying hardwood
chips. When classifying softwood (conifer) chips, a thickness screen of 10 mm (.394 in.) is used.

3.3 Impact of Chip Spccüications on Kraft Pulping

I
According to Forbes (1984), the impact of chip specification on kraft pulping is shown inTable 2. ·

Table 2. Impact of chip specification on kraft pulping. g

Specification Effects
U

Practical Limits
Chip Dimensions

Width Not critical Not critical
Length Affects liquor penetration 9/ 16 - 1 in.
Thickness Very critical to pulp 1/8 - 5/16 in.

delignification
Pins and frnes content Critical to continuous 10 percent by weight

digester operations
Bark and rot content Increases production cost 1 percent by weight
Impurities content Critical for high yield-can Design for complete

cause mechanical damage removal
Moisture Not critical Normally 40-50 percent
Chip Density Low density results in Maintain uniformity

lower production

Of particular interest to screening are chip dimensions, bark and rot content, and, pins and fines

content. Morton et al.(1976) reported that most of the operational difficulties in whole-tree pulping
3

originate from the bark. This is due to the fact that bole bark contains 5 to 12 times more minerals

(ash) and twice the extractives then the wood of the merchantable bole. Foliage produces low

yields of pulp, and the pulp produced contains large arnounts of ash a.nd extractives. Bella and

Hunt (1973) concluded that bark removal was the critical problem in young aspen trees. Worster
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et al.(1977) found that fines from mill chips gives pulp a much higher content of bark then other
chip fractions. Since the forest products industry has been utilizing more juvenile wood for pulp
and paper (Zobe1,198l), more bark has also been present in wood chips because juvenile trees

contain a higher ratio of bark, branches, and foliage to bole wood.
Hatton (1976) found that as wood chip thickness decreases, the percentage of fines and pin

chips increase, and oversize minus true overs decrease. Studies have shown that screening, including
thickness screening can influence the amount of pins and fines content, and therefore the amount

I

of bark removed. If fines can be reduced substantially, then bark and rot content can also be re-
duced since most bark is present as free bark (not attached to wood), and can be found in the fines
category (Christensen, 1976).

3.4 Benejits of Screening Wood Chips

Binotto (1981) found that removing fines resulted in better yields, irnproved pulp strength, and

reduced shive and dirt counts. Clark (1983) reported the following benefits from thickness screen-
ing:

1) Increased pulp quality and yield
2) Reduced knotter and fiber screen rejects
3) Reduced white liquor and black liquor solids
4) Lower dirt count in pulp ·

5) Reduced variability in Kappa number and higher pulp viscosity

6) Reduced energy costs that would otherwise be used in refining, reject cooling, and lime

kiln operations:
Axen (1983) stated that screening chips by thickness can save money. Economic benefits in-

clude:
1) reduction of wood loss at the chip screens,
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2) wood savings per ton of pulp,
3) reduced alkali consumption,

and 4) reduction in brown stock shive content.

Further economic savings are possible due to reduced power input, labor, and reduced maintenance
costs. Bleach savings can also be anticipated due to a more uniform chip furnish.

3.5 Types of Screens Usedfor Chip Separation

Five types of screens are used to separate whole tree wood chips (Christiansen,1976). They

are:
S

i 1) flat, inclined screens,
2) vibrating screens,
3) gyrating screens,

4) drum screens,

and 5) disk screens.

Flat, inclined screens are the most common type and can be further divided into two general cate-

gories: high·speed vibrating screens, and low-speed, shaking or gyrating screens. High-speed vi-

brating screens employ high frequency - small amplitude motions where the plane of motion is

vertical. Gyrating screens employ low frequency · large amplitude circular or elliptical motion
where the plane of motion is horizontal. They provide a better particle separation of wood chips

than the high-speed vibrating screens. Advantages include:

l) high particle separation efficiency for a given size of screen,
‘ 2) less tendency to plug screen openings with "near size’ particles,

3) less tendency to upend and remove elongated particles or pin chips,
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and 4) less tendency to break chips into smaller particles such as pin chips or fines.
Gyrating screens are very efficient because they use the natural classification tendency of wood

particles. The gentle shaking vertically stratifies the particles with the smaller particles settling to-
ward the bottom. This action brings the particles into contact with the screen so they can be re-
moved.

The fourth type of screen being used to separate wood chips is the drum screen. These consist

of one or more cylindrical perforated shells that rotate about an inclined fixed axis. All chips enter
· at the highest point. Undersized chips fall through the perforations while the oversized chips are

discharged from the inside at the lowest point. It’s main drawback is its insufficient screening effi-
ciency for its large size. Also, the constant turning of the cylinder upsets the natural classification

tendency of the wood chips thus making it less efficient than other methods. The main advantage

of the drum screen is its mechanical simplicity. There are no dynarnics problems and it is less likely

to fail due to component fatigue.

Disk screens are another type of screen being used to separate whole tree wood chips. These

consist of a number of parallel shafts on which properly spaced disks are mounted opposite the

center spacing between disks on another shaft. The disks are circular, sprocket or starlike in shape,

and all rotate at the same speed in the same direction. The chips are introduced on the tops of the

disks at one end of the machine and are transferred from disk to disk. Undersized particles fall

through and oversized particles are carried over the tops of the disks and are discharged at the end

of the screen.

This type of screen separates based on chip thickness. It can also reject oversized material and

thin pieces longer than a certain minimum length depending on design characteristics. Although
_

not suited for accurate separation for fine particles, it is self-cleaning and mechanically simple. Its

large capacity for its compact size is another advantage.

In 1983, Coan reported on another type of screen design, the pressure screen. This is the most

complicated of all screening equipment available. There are dozens of design variations depending

on the mill needs. Some pressure screens depend on centripetal force, others centrifugal forces.

Some remove large, heavy objects such as stones and metal. Since they are more complicated, they

Literature Review _
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are also more expensive and are only used at the mill, whereas, some of the other types of screens
can be designed to be portable so they can be used in the field.

3.6 Screen Parameters Aßecting Wood Chip Motion

3.6.1 Vibrating or Oscillating Screens

Over the years, much work has been done on the theory of oscillating conveyors and their

· effects on metering of particulate substances (Berry,l9S8 and 1959; Bottcher,l958; Schertz and
Hazen,l963 and 1965). Ha.rrison and Blecha (1983) reported on the application of these theories
to oscillating screens. Their work concluded that the ability to calculate the average particle velocity
and the penetrating ratio for an oscillating screen is useful in the design of grain cleaners. The fol-
lowing conclusions have resulted from this research plus that of Garvie (1966) :

1) The screen acceleration and slope govem the mean velocity of the particle.

2) The velocity of the particle relative to the screen has a limit beyond which a
” particle cannot penetrate the screen apertures.L

3) The limit velocity is largely a function of the particle and aperture size.
4) The particle achieves a mean acceleration of zero along the length of the screen,

regardless of its intial velocity, unless the screen slope exceeds the angle of
friction between the particle and the screen surface.

These conclusions were based on work done with grain kemels and the following simplifying
assumptions involving particle motion.

1) No particle interferes with another particle nor is its motion affected by screen

apertures or their edges.
2) Length of screen and air resistance are ignored.
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3) The kinetic coefficient of friction between the particle and the screen surface
is independent of the relative velocity and the contact area.

4) The particle motion is limited to sliding, since Garvie (1966) stated that the
maximum penetrating rate, or separating efficiency, is obtained during
sliding.(Hoppingand rolling are not considered.)

3.6.2 Parameters Most Affecting Particle Motion

Feller and Foux (1975) reported that the arnplitude and frequency of oscillation affects the
passage of particles through the screen. They also concluded that the slope of the screen and the
angle of hanger affect the screening duration, and that for continous screening of oversized particles,
a surface inclination or hanger angle is required to clear the screen.

Harrison and Tan (1987) studied screen oscillation with a crank pitman, spatial crank slider,
bent shaft, and a quick return drive mechanism for separating over-sized and under-sized particles.

' They concluded that the crank pitman drive was the best drive for screening particles. Their re-
search also reported on the parameters that significantly affected screen motion. These parameters

are: .
1) Frequency of oscillation, which is a function of the rotational speed of the crank,

2) Amplitude of oscillation,

3) Screen slope angle,

and
l

4) Mean hanger angle, which is defined as the angle between the upper swing arm and

the vertical line at the midpoint of the amplitude.

Other parameters that affect screen motion, but that do not have a significant effect on particle

motion include: - I
1) Upper swing arm length

2) Connecting rod length
3) Initial connecting rod angle
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and 4) Crank length.
They also concluded that their efiiciency indices were minimally affected by increased hanger

angle. It should also be noted that the screen slope should not exceed the angle of friction between

the particle and the screen surface otherwise the particle will accelerate down the screen too quickly,
and exceed the limit velocity with no opportunity to penetrate the screen.

3. 7 Computer-A ided Design in Forest Products Industry

In 1982, CAD/CAM (Computer-Aided Design/Computer-Aided Manufacturing) systems re-

presented a $1 billion market. Although the CAD/CAM industry is only about a decade old, it

has already captured more than 12 percent of the total factory automation market. Due to inno-

vations in the industry (3-D, color, better software), a healthy 25 percent growth rate was projected

through 1987, with sales reaching over $2.8 billion (TAPPI,1983). Predicasts, Inc. projects a $10

billion CAD/CAM market by 1995. ‘

CAD technology is becoming very important with engineering firms that work with the pulp

and paper industry (Cook,1983). Engineering frrms are increasingly using CAD systems in forest

products because of the many benefits they have to offer. CAD/CAM can increase engineering

productivity and allow for uniform work. Tl1is is especially beneficial for the pulp and paper in-

dustry when it comes to drawirig revisions and new design work. Although initial productivity falls ·

until the operators leam the system, increases in productivity of 3 to l and 4 to 1 are normal

(Krouse,l982).

Another benefit of CAD/CAM is the increased analytical capability placed at the fingertips

of the user. Complex modeling can be analyzed in a fraction of the time needed manually.

Product cost and development is also reduced since the number of prototypes built to perfect

a design can be reduced. Many modifications and revisions can be done before the production of

the first prototype. A design reference library can be used that enables proven designs to be stored,
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recalled, and tailored to a particular need. Again, this saves time and money. Perhaps the most
important advantage of using CAD/CAM technology is that it frees designers and drafters from
repetitive drafting and allows them the time to be more creative. Because of these important ben-
efits, more and more mill and engineering consultants will be using CAD/CAM systems in the fu-
ture.

One particular application of CAD in forest products industry involves the improvement of a
stock cleaning system that is needed to remove impurities in the pulp used in making high quality
paper. C-E Bauer improved the efficiency of its 608 Centri-Cleaner by using CAD technology
(Kerr,l983). This improvernent lead to a more efiicient system that reduced energy costs.

Another example of use of CAD/CAM technology in forest products comes from the Beloit
Corporation. Since every paper machine is custom designed, tens of thousands of manhours were
consumed in producing drawings for each machine. Beloit Corporation undertook a full scale effort
to design and build a CAD/CAM system that could cope with the specific needs of the pulp and
paper industry (Pulp and Paper,l987). „
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4.0 Experimental Methods

4.1 Whole- Tree Chip Procurement

Whole-tree chips were obtained on April 30, 1987 from a chipping operation located at Eagle

Rock, Virginia. The cut trees were from a mixed upland hardwood stand and were chipped by a

Morbark Model 22RXL Total Chipharvestor equipped with
ai

Morbark
l
Dirt Separator. The

Morbark Dirt Separator was designed to remove approximatelyz

1) 90 percent of the sand and gxit,

2) 50 percent of the bark,

3) 50 percent of the twigs and foliage,

and 4) no acceptable chips.

The trees were not delimbed before chipping so a large quantity ofbark, twigs and foliage were

present in the chips. As is standard practice, the trees were chipped into 12.2 meter (40 foot) tractor

trailer vans for transport to a local mill. A tractor trailer was randomly chosen and approximately

450 kilograms of wood chips were loaded into a pick·up truck and transported to Virginia Tech for

the study.

Experimental Methods I4 _



4.2 Separation Procedure

The whole-tree wood chips were divided into 4.54 kilogram (10 pound) samples and placed
in paper bags to allow moisture to evaporate and minimize fermentation and mold development.
Each sample was poured onto a belt conveyor that elevated the sample and dropped it onto the
inclined, vibrating screen as shown in Figure 1. Pin chips, fines and some accepts were shaken

through the screen and into a collection hopper, herein referred to as the "lower” portion. Oversized

and accept chips remained on the screen and were eventually shaken down the incline and into a
different collection hopper , herein referred to as the "upper” portion.

The ”upper” and "lower" portions of each sample were individually bagged and allowed to air _
dry. Each portion was then classified using an Everett Metal Products 3307 Classifier. The "upper"
portions were shaken in the classifier for four minutes, and the "lower” portions were shaken for two
minutes since they weighed much less than the "upper" portions. The chips were separated (clas-
sified) into the following categories (fractions) as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Size distribution of wood chips using Everett Metal Products 3307 Classifier.

Fraction Dimension Measured Screen Aperture Chip Size (mm)

Oversize Length > 45
45mm(l.77in)

Overthick Thickness ° 8
Accepts Length 45 < Accepts < 7 and

7mm(.2755in) no greater than 8 thick
Pin Chips Length 7 < Pins < 4.76

4.76mm(.l875in)
Fines Length < 4.76

Each fraction was weighed to within one gram of its actual weight on an electronic scale

(Mettler PS15). The weights of the five fractions were determined for both the "upper" and "lower”
L

screened portions. With these weights, a 100 percent classification of each sample was obtained (see

Appendix A). The weigth of the individual fractions were then used to obtain the percentage of
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each fraction in both the ”upper" and "lower" portions. This definition of the various fractions was

used to compare the effectiveness of all the screening treatments. In other words, when the state-

ment is made that a given percentage of accepts was shaken through into the "lower” reject category,

the "accepts” are defined accepts because they were classified as accepts when the "lower’ portion

was put through the 3307 Classifier.

The effectiveness of chip separation is best measured by the screening efliciency at a given ca-

pacity. Screening efficiency is defined as the percentage of undersized particles removed from the

total amount of undersized in the feed (Christiansen,l976). Screening efficiency depends on the

capacity of the screen; material factors such as chip classification, particle shape, moisture content,

pitch content; and on-machine factors such as type and frequency of motion, and length and incli-

nation of screening surfaces. Since undersized particles is a relative term and not constant for all

mills, three separate screening efficiencies were determined. The first was based on the percentage

of pin chips, and the second was based on the percentage of fines. The screening efficiencies were

calculated as follows:
‘ ' SEP = [——]@--]x100 [4.1]° MP,P +MP,“

SE,= []xlOO [4.2]where ‘ °
SEP, = screening efliciency for pin chips

SE, = screening efficiency for fines

MP,P = mass of pin chips shaken through the screen (grams)

MP,_‘ = mass of pin chips not shaken through the screen (grams)

· Mh = mass of fines shaken through the screen (grams)
Mh = mass of fines not shaken through the screen (grams).
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Remember that the mass measurements for the screening efiiciency computations were based
on the classification done with the 3307 Classifier. A sample had a given mass of accepts, pins, or

fines because the 3307 Classifier classified that mass as accepts, pins, or fines.

The third screening efficiency was determined based on the percentage of accepts separated
into the "lower" portion of each sample versus the total amount of accepts in each sample. This
screening efiiciency was calculated as follows:

SE — 100 4 3

where

SE, = screening efficiency for acceptable chips
° M,} = mass of accepts shaken through the screen (grams)

M,_} = mass of accepts not shaken through the screen (grams)

The best screen performance would minimize SE,, and thereby minirnize the acceptable chips
that are removed with the fnes and pin chips.

4.3 Description Of Chip Separation Components

4.3.1 Shaker Unit Components Or Parameters

The oscillatory motion of the screen was provided via a crank pitman type mechanism driven
by a hydraulic motor. A variable displacement pump, powered by a 3.7 Kilowatt (5 horsepower)

electric motor provided flow to the motor. Adjusting the pump displacement (flow) allowed for

variations in oscillatory frequency.
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4.3.1.1 ScreenSizesTwo

different screen sizes were studied. The first was a perforated plate with 9.525mm (3/8

in.) diameter holes spaced diagonally 12.7mm (1/2 in.) on center. The 9.525mm aperture size

screenwillherein be called the 3/8 inch screen. The 3/8 inch aperture size was chosen to match the

minimum chip size for accepts using the Williarns’ Classification. Any material passing through the
screen apertures would be considered either pin chips or fines.

The second screen studied was a perforated plate with 6.35mm (1/4 in.) diameter holes spaced

diagonally 9.525mm (3/8 in.) on center. The 6.35mm aperture size screen will herein be called the

1/4 inch screen. The 1/4 inch aperture size was chosen to prevent the larger·sized pieces from falling

into the pin chips fraction. These larger·sized pieces do contain pulpable material. Also, many

mills use pin chips with their accepts for pulp, so it is important to study this source ofpulp, Based

on the Williarns’ Classification, the smallest pieces of the pins category and the fines category should

vibrate through the 1/4 inch screen.

r No attempt was made to remove overs from the accepts in the "'upper” portion. Further

separation at a later stage would allow the oversized category to be rechipped and turned into ac-

ceptable material, thus utilizing all wood fiber for pulp,

4.3.1.2 Frequency, Angle ofIncline, Crank Length und Rod Length

Screen frequencies from 0.1 to 2.5 Hz in 0.1 Hz increments were obtained by adjusting the

crank rotational speed. This large range allowed for large differences in the period the chips were

in contact with the screen. The angle of screen inclination was also variable. Screen angles of 10,

15 and 20 degrees from the horizontal could be selected. Crank length was adjustable, ranging from

0.5 to 2.5 centimeters in 0.5 centimeter increments. Rod length could be set at three different set-

tings, 37.1 cm, 40.6 cm, and 44.1 cm.
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4.4 Preliminary Experiments

The optimum parameter settings were very difficult to determine since there were five major
variables (screen size, frequency, angle of incline, rod length and crank length) and multiple settings

- _ for each variable. Previous research and many prelirninary tests narrowed the parameter setting for ·
each major variable. Once a parameter was deterrnined, it was held constant so the effect of another
parameter could be studied.

As stated earlier, Harrison and Tan (1987) determined that rod length and crank length affected
screen motion, but did not have a significant affect on particle motion, so these parameters were
set first. Previous research using this shaker unit by Alderson (1986) and Weitzel (1987) helped

determined initial parameter settings. Their work with separation of the pith and rind-leaf fractions
of chopped sorghum concluded that a crank length of 1.5 cm and a rod length of 44.1 cm provided
for optimum separation.

With these two parameters constant, further research by Weitzel (1987) showed that a screen

angle of 15 degrees worked best for sweet sorghum. An angle of 10 degees did not allow for ade-

quate movement of the material along the screen, and an angle of 20 degrees did not allow the

material to come into contact with the screen long enough to provide adequate separation.

Therefore, an angle of 15 degrees was chosen for the initial tests. ‘

With these three parameters initially set, prelirninary experiments with whole-tree wood chips

began. The 3/8 inch screen was installed and samples were shaken at various frequencies. This

experiment revealed that for frequencies greater than 2.0 Hz, very little material passed through the

screen since the entire sample was shaken down and off the screen in less than 10 seconds. At the

other extreme, a frequency of 1.0 Hertz ar1d less, the chip separation was effective. However, it took

15 to 20 minutes for each sample to be shaken down and off the screen. The tests were run at
_ frequencies of 1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and 2.00 Hertz.

The final research procedure involved running four 4.54 kg (10 lb) samples at four different

frequencies (1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and 2.00 Hertz) on each of the two screens (3/8 inch and 1/4 inch ap-
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ertures). A total of 32 samples were used for statistical analysis. Angle of screen incline (15 de-
grees), crank length (1.5 centimeters) and rod length (44.1 centimeters) were held constant.
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5.0 Derivation of Analytical Model

An analytical model was needed to calculate the velocity and acceleration of the dynamic
members of the shaker unit. The linkage used to drive the oscillating shaker screen is shown in
Figure 2.

5.1 Analysis of the Four Bar Linkage Driving Mechanism

To find an expression for ez in terms of 9, refer to Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Note that,

C=—rcos6+lcosß+acosa [5.1]
and solving for cos ß,

cos ß = (C+ rcos 8 — a cos ez)/I [5.2]

Also,
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_

rsin0+asina=Isinß [5.3]

and solving for sin ß

sinß = (rsin0 + asin a)/I [5.4]

Applying the law of cosines to the large triangle (sides a, C, e) gives

e‘= a*+ C"- 2aCcosa
l

[5.5]

and applying the law of cosines to the small triangle (sides r, 1, e) gives

ez =~r’
+ F — 2rIcos(0 — ß) = rz + P — 2rI( cos 0 cos ß + sin0 sin ß) [5.6]

Substituting for cos ß and sin ß using Eqns. [5.2] and [5.4] respectively, we obtain with simpliii-
cation, 1

ei = P — rz — 2rCcos 0 +2ra cos(0 + a) [5.7]

A
Equating Eqns. [5.5] and [5.7] to eliminate the variable e gives

‘ cosa=EZ%-[a°+C*+r“—P+2rCcos0—2racos(0+a)] [5.8]

The angular velocity of the output linkage a is obtained by diiferentiating Eqn. [5.8] with respect
to time and solving for 6: ,
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(—§Ts1¤6 -%s1¤(6 + «))9<* = ——rr————··#i l5·9l
?S1I1(Ü+d)+S1I1d

The angular acceleration of the output linkage a is obtained by differentiating again with respect to

time and solving for 6: ,

r • r . ·· r · r · . · r · . . .
{I: -; sin 8 — -€ s1n(6 + 6:)i]9 + [-2,-cos 89 — -6,- cos(6 + 6:)(9 + 6:)]6 — cos(9 + 6:)(6 + 6:)6: — cos 6:6:*}

ä
=(é-sin(8 +6:)+ sine:)

[5.10]

To solve for the angular velocity and the angular acceleration of the output linkage a, 6: must

be obtained as an explicit function of 9. It is expedient to define a new angle,

9, = 0 + 1: [5.11]

A dotted line, identified as 2, in Figure 3, defines two new triangles with sides 2,, C, r and 2, ,

a, 1. C, r, 1 and a are defined in Figure 2 to avoid crowding the figure with variable names. Applying

the law of cosines to the small triangle (sides 2,, C, r) and solving for zf gives

2} = C* +r°— 2rCcos 9, [5.12]

Applying the law of cosines to the large triangle (sides 2,, 1, a), solving for 6:, by substituting

Eqns. [5.11] and [5.12] and sirnplifying, gives

CP +r* * —P — 2rC 9 +al = COS-: [$13] .
2a.,/C2 + rz —2rCc0s(9 + 1:)
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Applying the law of cosines to the triangle (sides 2,, C, r), solving for 6:, by substituting Eqns.
[5.11] and [5.12] and simplifying gives F

C — 0az = COS-1 [5.14],/CF + rz — 2rCcos(9 + 1:)

The angle 6: is given by -

a=o:,—o:2 O$Ü<1r [5.15] °

o:=o:,+o:2 1z$H<21r [5.16]

where 6:,·and dz are defined by Eqns. [5.13] and [5.14] respectively. Substitution of Eqns. [5.15] and
[5.16] (depending on the value of 0) into Eqns. [5.9] and [5.10] yields the angular velocity and an-

· gular acceleration respectively of linkage arm a.
These values are also the angular velocity and angular acceleration of linkage arm b which

drives the shaker screen. The tangential and radial accelerations of the screen attachment point,

point B, are shown in Figure 4.

The tangential acceleration of point B is given by

a„, = bei + 256: [5.17]

Since b is a constant, 5= 5 = 0, and Eqn. [5.17] reduces to

ag = bei
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The radial acceleration of point B is e

a,=IÄ—bd¤2=—b6t* [5.18]

Defming an x’y’ coordinate system with the x' axis parallel to line C (thru the two pivot points)

facilitates the derivation of expressions for the accelerations in the x and y directions resulting from

the tangential and radial accelerations. The coordinate transforrnation from the polar coordinate

system to the primed coordinate system is,

a„.=—a,sina+a_sina [5.19]

‘ ay=a,sina+a„cosa [5.20]

The angle between the x’y’ and xy coordinate systems is a function of the gcomctry of the

linkage, as shown in Figure 5. '

The coordinate transformation to the xy coordinate system is

a, = a,. cos Ill + ay sin 1/ [5.21]

ay = —a„. sin 1/ + ay cos lß [5.22]

Eqns. [5.21] and [5.22] give the accelerations of point B in the x and y directions, respectively.
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5.2 Analysis of the Four Bar Linkage Shaker Screen

The shaker screen is a four bar linkage as shown in Figure 6. For this analysis, the ijk unit
vector notation was used (Beer and .Iohnston,l977). The notation r DI, denotes a vector which
gives the position of point D relative to point B. To define the components of this vector, a co-
ordinate system was established with the origin at point B, and the xy components of the dynamic

structures were determined.

_ 5.2.1 Velocities, Accelerations, and Linkage Vectors

Since the linkage is constrained to move in the plane of the paper, the angular velocity vectors
are

TSM = w„k= dk [5.23]

[5-25l

where k is a unit vector pointing out of the paper. The angular acceleration vectors are
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The linkage vectors are

r B = rBx i + rBy§ [5.29]

I
V 0/a = Vom, i 15-30]

r B = rBxi + rByj

u

[5.31]

5.2.1.1 Derivation of the Linkage Vectors as a Function of Time

As the shaker screen moves through an oscillation the xy components of the linkage vectors

change with time, therefore,

r B = rB,,(¢) i + rB,(¢> i

using the geometry of the linkage given in Figure 7.

rBx = fa cos[1z — (a + 1ß)] = -rB cos(a + lp) [5.32]
[

rBy = fa sin[1z — (a + •,b)] = rB sin(a + aß)

I

[5.33]

a ,¢, and 6 are known quantities, and can be found by referencing Figure 8.

;,c=a+•,Ü+s

[5.34]Derivationof Analytical Model 33
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Using the law of cosines for triangle (sides b, 2,, h) gives an expression for 2,,

2§=b“+h2—2bhcos;l and,

z, [$.36}

Using the law of cosines for tziangle (sides d, 4, k) gives an expression for ¢>, in terms of the
known quantities d, 4, and k.

¢>, = cos*‘I: [5.36]

• In a similar fashion, the law of cosines for triangle (sides b, 4, h) gives an expression for ¢,

d>, = cos·‘[: [5.37]
The angle 48 is

4» = ¢», + 4S, + S [$.381

D
and, the components of the r D vector are

rDx = rD cos ¢ [5.39]

rDy = rD sin 4;. [5.40]

The components of the r D,D vector can be obtained by obsexvation. Remembering that the
coordinate system has its origin at point B,

rD,D_ = —rDx —h cos 6 +rDx [5.41]
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TD/By = —- rg) —h sin 6 +rDy [5.42]

5.2.1.2 Derivation of the Velocity Vectors as a Function ofTimeThe

velocity vectors are, respectively,

V,=w„kxr„=&kxr„ [5.43]

V um = wan k X V

msV„=w„Ekxr„ [5.45] l

The velocity at point D is the velocity at point B plus the velocity of D relative to B, therefore

· V,,= V„+ VD/B [5.46]

Substituting Eqns. [5.23] thru [5.45] into Eqn. [5.46] yields

Q w„Ekx(r,,xi+r,,,j)=°akx(r„xi+rDyj)+w„„kx(r„xi+r„,j) [5.47]

Using k x j = ·i and k x i = j, and equating the coefiicients for the unit vectors i and j, we obtain
the two scalar equations,Vnywoz

= Voß + Vnyaywao {548]

rDxwDE = Vo} + rD/BxwBD l5·49l
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Solving and simplifying, the angular velocities are

60,, = 6: [5.50]

_ (mp, + rsp,) _
‘

CÜBD ·=(rb/Bxrby “ Vuyßfox)

_ (Vsfnyß, " rb/Byrßx)
CÜDE(Vnzafvy rb/Byrbx)

5.2.1.3 Derivation of the Acceleration Vectors as a Function of Time

Expressions for the acceleration vectors are

a,=6:_,,kxr,—w_{,r, [5.53]

a um = aso k X V mn * wian V

msTheacceleration at point D is the acceleration at point B plus the acceleration of D relative to B,

therefore

a, = a,+ a,/, [5.56]

Substituting Eqns. [5.23] thru [5.42] into Eqns. [5.53], [5.54], and [5.55] yields, with sirnplification

[
a , = - (6kr,, + 6:%*,1) i + (62r,x — 6:%*,},) j [5.57]
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a nyn = '” (aßnrn/ny + wianrnynx) l wiznrnyn,) [5-58]
a n = ‘ (°‘n1s'°n, + wiazsrnx) i + (anzrnx " wivsrny) [5-59] i

Again, substituting Eqns. [5.57], [5.58], and [5.59] into Eqn. [5.56] and equating the coeüicients for

i and j, we obtain the two scalar equations,

_
rD_w„ = rbxd + r„,„xw„ [5.61]

These equations simplify to _

A Vnyans ‘ Vnynydnn =C1Vnxanß

Vnyßxann = C2

where
üzrßx 'i'wiwfb/BXC,

= ßarßx —- dzrßy —- wfwrp/By + 60%Ef°Dy [5.63]

Solving and sirnplifying, the angular accelerations
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_C« - ¤»(ä)«,,, = —————Ä— [5.65]
rbx

<E>'°z>1ß_„
‘ Vvzsx

V12C — C Ä— Ä + —r°’”’ Ä-———2l( r°’ ) 1s 66]

Substitution of Eqn. [5.64] into Eqn. [5.57] gives the x and y components of acceleration at
point B. These values should agree with the values calculated using Eqns. [5.21] and [5.22]. Sub-
stitution of Eqn. [5.65] into Eqn. [5.58] gives the x and y components of acceleration of point D
with respect to B. Substitution of Eqn. [5.66] into Eqn. [5.59] gives the x and y components of
acceleration at point D.
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6.0 Graphical Simulation Using PHIGS

6.1 Introduction to PHIGS

The objective to develop an interactive, dynamic, graphical simulation of the vibrating screen

(shaker unit) was achieved using Progra.rnmer’s Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System (PHIGS).

PHIGS is a three-dirnensional graphics standard proposed by the American National Standards

Institute (ANSI). This advanced graphics application programming language Was just recently ap-

proved, so learning and using the standard is expected to. be a valuable asset to the author. PHIGS

provides a useful set of device·independent programming subroutines, and uses true three-

dimensional capabilities to improve the design and visualization of graphics data.

For simulation of the vibrating screen, the IBM program product of PHIGS called graPHIGS

was used. GraPHIGS is an Application Programming Interface (API) based on the proposed

ANSI and ISO (International Standards Organization) standard. The product is designed for

complex interactive computer graphics applications, and is currently being used in the CAD/CAM
I

Laboratory at Virginia Tech. All simulation work Was performed on an IBM 5080 color raster

graphics Workstation. -
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· GraPHIGS supports many programming languages. In the S/370 environment, programs can i

be coded in Pascal/VS, VSFORTRAN, FORTRAN IV, PL/I and 370 Assembler. In the RT PC

AIX environment, programs using graPHIGS subroutines can be coded in Pascal, FORTRAN 77

and FORTRAN C. For simulation of the vibrating screen, FORTRAN 77 was used as the pro-

gramxning language.

An interactive graphics package was needed since the shaker unit contains many parameters

with multiple values. PHIGS is designed to operate with six different types of input devices (loca-

tor, stroke, valuator, choice, pick, and string) for data entry. By using the input devices, shaker

parameters, and thus screen motion, could be changed and viewed simultaneously. After modifi-

cations to an earlier shaker unit simulation, the pick device was selected to be the most appropriate

for the selection of menus and parameters. The ease of use and compatibility with the nature of

the simulation made the pick device the most "user üiendly" choice. The IBM 5080 workstations

use a tablet and cursor for pick entry.

6.2 Program Components .

The graphical simulation consists of four menus that give the user the ability to interactively

choose what portions of the shaldng unit are to be viewed, and what parameter settings are to be

used. A message at the bottom of the screen prompts the user for a response. By using the tablet

and cursor with associated calls, each selection lights up when picked to tell the user a selection has

been made. The selections are color coded so that only the text in red can be selected with the pick

device. — l

The first menu (Figure 9) is the opening menu and states the title and author of the program.

To continue the simulation to the viewing menu, the user must use the pick device to select

CONTINUE on the screen.
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The viewing menu (Figure 10) gives the user the ability to view the shaker unit either as a static
unit or as a dynamic unit. Not all components of the shaker unit are dynamic. The menu allows
the user to view one of five different views. They are:

1) STATIC FRAME ONLY

2) STATIC SHAKER UNIT AND FRAME

3) STATIC SHAKER UNIT ONLY
4) DYNAMIC SHAKER UNIT WITH FRAME

and 5) DYNAMIC SHAKER UNIT ONLY

Selection of the first view immediately proceeds to that viewing menu since no parameters are in-
volved. Selection of any of the other views proceeds to the parameter menu.

The parameter menu (Figure ll) gives the user the ability to change the motion of the screen
by selecting different values for cra.nk length, rod length, angle of screen inclination, and frequency.
The various combinations have a direct effect on the velocity and acceleration vectors of the screen
attachment points. By including formulas from Chapter 5 (Derivation of Analytical Model) in the
PHIGS program, the velocity and acceleration vectors from each parameter adjustment were cal-
culated. Although the experimental screening of whole·tree wood chips included changing only the
value for frequency, the ability to simulate changing the other parameters was useful in the analysis
and can be useful in further research if other parameters are studied. After selecting one value for
each of the parameters, the program proceeds to the individual view selected in the viewing menu.
The static simulations allow the viewer to see the shaker unit with the selected parameters. The
dynamic simulation involves a workstation update (new image) for every 10 degree rotation of the
crank. This means that the dynamic simulation involves 36 different images for one complete ro-
tation of the crank.

At the completion of the simulation, the user is told that the simulation is completed and is
asked if he would like to run the program again. The user must use the pick device to select YES
or NO. A selection of YES proceeds to the viewing menu where the process starts over. A se-
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lection of NO exits the program. A color photo of the completion of the simulation is shown in

Figure 12.

A complete listing of the PHIGS program is given in Appendix B. Sufficient documentation

is included to allow a potential user to follow the computational and programming procedure. _
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7.0 Results and Discussion

7. 1 Separation Analysis I

Chip classification was performed on the 64 samples (32 ”upper" and 32 'lower") to compare
screening efficiencies for the acceptable, pins, and fines categories with the two different screen ap-
ertures and four different frequencies, as previously described in Experimental Methods. Statistical

analysis for the three categories follows. English units will be stated rather than metric units if they
were predomimate in the field.

A

7.1.1 Accepts Category Analysis

The original selection of a .9525mm (3/8 in.) screen was based on the Williams' Classification

for acceptable chips. An EMP 3307 Classifier was made available and ultimately used, and it

classifies 7mm (.2755 inch) chips as acceptable. Thus, more acceptable chips were shaken through

the 3/8 inch screen and accumulated in the ”lower' reject fraction. This classification difference had
an effect on the results by allowing acceptable chips larger than .2755 inches but less than .375
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inches to be shaken through the screen. This separation increased the quantity of chips defined to
be accepts, which fell into the "lower" reject fraction, and thus affected the ability to minimize SE,

Table 4 shows the ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) results for the screening efficiency of ac-

ceptable chips by screen size and frequency of oscillation. The statistical analysis revealed the po-

tential for significant interaction between screen size and frequency of oscillation. This interaction
must be examined before examining the main effects (screen and frequency), otherwise the inter-

action may mask the main effects and the results from the main effects will be misleading. Figure

13 shows the differences in mean SE, between the two screens at the four frequencies. Since these ‘

lines do not cross, the main effects are not masked by the interaction, even though the interaction

is significant. Effects of frequency and screen aperture on screening efficiency can now be investi-

gated.
One·way ANOVA tests were run for each screen aperture with the main effect being fre-

quency. The ANOVA results for the 3/8 inch screen (Table 5) indicate that frequency has a sig-

nificant effect on SE,. A Duncan’s multiple range test (Table 6) compa.ring the mean SE, shows

that frequencies of 1.75 and 2.00 Hz produced the same low SE, value. A frequency of l.25_ Hz

_ produced a significantly higher SE,. It should be noted from Table 5 that the model has an Rz value

of .967, meaning that this model explains 96.7 percent of the response variability. The high R2 value

is directly correlated to the significant F value.

The ANOVA test for the l/4 inch screen was not needed since the screen was designed to keep

all acceptable chips from being shaken through. Due to the motion of the shaker unit and the belt

conveyor, a few grams of acceptable chips were tossed into, or throwniover, the screen sides and

into the "lower” portion. In all samples, the chips amounted to less than .5 percent of the total

amount of acceptable chips in that sample, or less than .2 percent of the total sample. It should

also be noted that using a screen with 7mrn (.2755 inch) apertures would have resulted in no testing

for acceptable chips since all acceptable chips would have theoretically remained above the screen.

As mentioned previously, this problem resulted when the original classification system
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Table 4. ANOVA table with the response being screening efficiency of acceptable chips (SE,) using both
screens.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Screening Efficiency of Acceptable Chips

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE
MODEL 7 14814.66 69.214 156 .25(S)
ERROR _ 214 10.614 0.1414 PR > F

O .0001
CORRECTED TOTAL 31 1495 . 30

R—SQUARE C.V. ROOT MSE Acceptzs MEAN

0.978 27.07 0.67 2.146

'§56äéE“' ''''''''' 'BE''''''''''''R§5QR'§§"'E'QÄiüE''''EE'; F N/S
SCREEN 1 172.05 388.26 0.0001 S
FREQ 3 160.91 121.014 0.0001 S
SCREEN*FREQ 3 151.70 1114.11 0.0001 S

S=Signficant;, N=Nonsignficant
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Table 5. ANOVA table with the response being screening efliciency of acceptable chips (SE,) using the
3/8 inch screen.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VAR IABLE: Screening Efficiency of Acceptab I e Chips

‘

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE
MODEL 3 312.1+9 101+.16 117.97(S)

ERROR 12 10.59 0.88 PR > F
0.0001

CORRECTED TOTAL 15 323.09

'I2-söüäää''''''''''''' 's.QÜ''''''' '"äööi Msg"' ' Acgepgs MgAM '
0.967 19.67 _ 0.91+ 1+.77

'söüääé'''''''''''''' BE''''''' ""ZMSQR ss"'E'QXg¤g '"EM > g 'M}s'
FREQ 3 312.149 117.97 0.0001 S

S=Signficant:, N=Nonsignficant:
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Table 6. Duncan’s multiple range test for mean screening efficiency of acceptable chips (SE,) using the
3/Sinch screen.

GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE

DUNCAN°S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE: ACCEPTS
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I COMPARISONWISE ERROR RATE,

NOT THE EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
ALPHA=0.05 DF=12 MSE=0.88

i NUMBER OF MEANS 2 3 N
CRITICAL RANGE 1.NN 1.51 1.56

MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.

---------00NOAN-GROOPTNG---- - NEAN - SAMPEES- FREQOENCY TH6;tZ)

A 12.29 N 1.25
B 3.65 N 1.50
C 1.75 N 1.75
C .
C 1.N2 N 2.00
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(Williams'), and the classifier used (EMP 3307), did not categoxize all chip fractions the same. (See
Table l axcid Table 3.)

Usegfrequencies above 1.75 Hz when using a 3/8 inch screen if the objective is to minimize
SE,. To eliminate the need for testing SE,, use a screen aperture that separates only pins and fmes,
and leaves all accepts to be carried over on the screen. By using a screen aperture that separates
the accepts from the pins, the theoretical value of SE, is zero.

7.1.2 Pins Category Analysis l

The ANOVA results for the screening efficiency of pin chips by screen size and frequency of
oscillation is given in Table 7. The statistical analysis reveals that interaction exists between screen
size and frequency of oscillation, but not to the same extent as in the accepts category. Further
examination of the interaction is needed to determine if it masks the main effects. Figure 14 shows
the differences in the mean SEP, between the two screens at the four frequencies. The lines do not
cross remaining equidistant from one another at each frequency, and indicating that the interaction
does not mask the main effects. Reviewing the effects of frequency and aperture size on screening
efficiency, one·way ANOVA tests were run for each screen aperture with the main effect being
frequency. The results for the 3/8 inch screen (Table 8) indicate that frequency has a significant
effect on SEP,. A Duncan’s multiple range test (Table 9) to compare the mean SEP, revealed that
each frequency had a distinctly different effect on SEP,. A frequency of 1.25 I—Iz maximized SEP,,
by removing 89 percent of all pin chips. A frequency of 2.00 Hz removed about 50 percent of all
pin chips.

The 1/4 inch screen removed the smaller pieces of the pins category, but the larger pieces were
left in the accepts category. Many mills combine these two categories (pins and accepts) and use
the total for pulping. By removing the smaller pieces, the efficiency of the pulping process should
increase. Again, the EMP 3307 Classifier defmes pins as less than 7mm (.2755 in.) and greater than
4.76mm (.1875 in.), so the pins category was affected by the 1/4 inch screen. Some
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Table 7. ANOVA table with the response being screening elTiciency of pin chips (SEW) using both‘ screens.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Screening Efficiency of Pin Chips
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE
MODEL 7 217119.09 3107.01 356.78(S)
ERROR 211 209.00 8.71 PR > F, 0.0001CORRECTED TOTAL 31 21958.09

R-SQUARE " ' '¤Üv. ' “ am Mäé ' Siifcäipé §«EÄF« '
0.99 i 6.98 2.95 112.27

'äöüäéä''''“''''''''''''''BE''''''''RF«5Q2'§§"°F'QXiGE"' EIS'? ' §}§
SCREEN 1 15783.76 1812.116 0.0001 S
FREQ 3 5823.111 222.89 0.0001 SSCREEN*FREQ 3 1112 .19 5 . 1111 0 . 0053 S

S=Signficant, N=NonslgnfIcant
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Table 8. ANOVA table with the response being screening efliciency of pin chips (SEP,) using the 3/8_ inch screen.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
~ DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Screening Efficiency of Pin Chips

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE
MODEL 3 3835.80 1278.60 122.68(S)
ERROR 12 125.07 10.M2 PR > F

0.0001
CORRECTED TOTAL 15 3960.87

'äiääülää''''''''''''''EÜQÜ''''''''''''§56¥'»2§E''''''''E?E'EF.i;§'M¤AN" '
0.968 5.01 3.23 61+.118

'äöüäéé'°''''''''''''''“''BE''''''''Ri«5QIC§§"'F'C/RLGE''''Eä'§'E“'ü}§'"
FREQ 3 3835.80 122.68 0.0001 S

S=Signficant;, N=Nonsignficant:
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Table 9. Duncan’s multiple range test for mean screening efficieney of pin chips (SE„) using the 3/8
inch screen.

GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE

NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I COMPARISONWISE ERROR RATE,NOT THE EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
ALPHA=0.05 DF=12 MSE=10.42

NUMBER OF MEANS 2 3
i

4
CRITICAL RANGE 4.96 5.20 5.36

MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.

DUNCAN GROUPING MEAN SAMPLES FREGUENCY (Hertz) - _

A 89 . 38 4 1 . 25
B 63 . 77 4 1 . 50
C I 57.16 4 1 .75
D 47 . 61 4 2 . 00
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cl1ips greater than .25 inches were carried over on the screen, and being less than 0.2755 inches, they
would have fallen through with the EMP 3307 Classilier and be included as pins.

The ANOVA results for the separation of pin chips with 1/4 inch screen is given in Table 10.
Signiticant differences occurred in the values of SEP, at different frequencies. A Duncans multiple
range test (Table ll) to compare the mean SEP, revealed that a frequency of 1.25 Hz maximized
SEP, at 39 percent. Frequencies of 1.50 and 1.75 were not significantly different, and a frequency
of 2.00 Hertz was the least effective frequency in maximizing SEP, with only 9 percent of all pin
chips being removed. .

There was no data taken to define the total amount of pin chips between .25 and .1875 inches
and the total amount between .2755 and .25 inches. It is apparent from Table 11 that approxi·
mately 40 percent of the pin chips are below .25 inches, so 60 percent may be usable for pulp. A

_ better procedure may have been to make a choice of either removing all pin chips, or leaving all
pin chips (with the accepts). Removing all pin chips can be accomplished by using a 7mm (.2755
inch) aperture screen. Leaving all pin chips with the accepts can be accomplished by using a 3/ 16
inch (4.67mm) aperture screen. Use of the 3/ 16 inch screen would be based on whether a particular
mill classilies pins separately from fins and accepts. Mills that classify pins with accepts should use
a 7mm aperture screen based on a EMP 3307 Classifyin system Mills that do not use this classifyinga _
system should use screens that separate those fractions that are useful to that particular mill.

Testing of a 7mm screen should reveal the same results obtained from the 3/8 and 1/4 inch

screen, that is, a frequency of 1.25 Hz should minimize SEP,. By using a 7mm screen, SEP, would
not have to be calculated since the pins would be classified as accepts.

7.1.3 Fines Category Analysis

The ANOVA results for the screening efliciency of fmes by screen size and frequency of os-
cillation is given in Table 12. The statistical analysis revealed no interaction between the screen size
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Table l0. ANOVA table with the response being screcning efiiciency of pin chips (SEP:) using the l /4
inch screen.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
° DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Screening Efficiency of Pin Chips

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE
MODEL 3 2129.53 709.84 101.48(S)
ERROR 12 83.94 6.99 PR > F

0.0001CORRECTED TOTAL 15 2213.46 J

'äiääüäää''''''''''''''ETC/T''''''''''''RBSFRSP ''''''EiféhipsMEAlTl0.962
13.18 2.64 20.06

'QBGREE'''''°'''''''''' "BE''''''''Riow. ss' E (/ÄEDE PR > P' T./S
FREQ 3 2129.53 101.48 0.0001 S

S=Signficam:, N=Nonsignficant
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Table II. Duncan’s multiple range test for mean screening efliciency of pin chips (SEP,) using the 1/4
inch screen.

GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE

?E§¥'Eöä'§R§IASCETETFIQ" ' ''''''''''
‘ NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I COMPARISONWISE ERROR RATE,NOT THE EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE

ALPHA=0.05 DF=12 MSE=6.99
NUMBER OF MEANS 2 3 N
CRITICAL RANGE ü.07 H.26 ü.39

‘ MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
---------O0NOAN GROUPING MEAN SAMPLES FREQUENCY (Hertz)

A 39 . 32 I4 1 . 25
B 17 . 56 ll 1 . 50
B IH.!-I3 II 1 .75C 8 . 95 ll 2 . 00 ‘
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Table 12. ANOVA table with the response being screening efliciency of fines (SEI) using both screens.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Screening Efficiency of F i nes

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE ~ F VALUE
MODEL 7 810.76 115.82 10.79(S)
ERROR 211 257 .70 10 .711 PR > F0 .0001
CORRECTED TOTAL 31 1068 .117

'äiéöüäää'''''''''''''''ENT'''''“''''“'ä56¥'«1§E'''''''''''E?I.;§'iC«EX§''‘'
0.76 11.08 3.28 80.30

'éöüäéé'''''''''''''''EE''''''''''''X§5QR'§§"'F'§Z[6E''''S§'§'E'"§}§'“
SCREEN 1 . 513.12 117.79 0.0001 S
FREO 3 2811.56 8.83 0.00011 S
SCREEN*FREQ 3 13 .09 0 .111 0.71198 N

S=Signf‘icant, N=Nonsignf‘icant
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and the frequency of oscillation. One·way ANOVA tests were run for each screen aperture with

the main effect being frequency, and the results for the 3/8 inch screen are shown in Table 13. It
shows that the effect is significant, yet not as significant as with the previous accepts or pins cate-

gories. A Duncan’s multiple range test (Table 14) to compare the mean SE, showed that frequen-
cies of 1.50, 1.75, and 2.00 Hz were not significantly different. All three frequencies removed 82 to
83 percent of all fines. A frequency of 1.25 Hz maxirnized SE, at 88.48 percent, which was only S
percent more than the other frequencies.

The ANOVA test for the 1/4 inch screen for the separation of fines is shown in Table 15.

Again, the analysis revealed that frequency had a significant effect on SE, and, like the 3/8 inch
screen, not as significant as with the pins category. A Duncan’s multiple range test (Table 16) to

compare the mean SE, revealed the same conclusions as those found with the 3/8 inch screen,

namely the frequencies of 1.50, 1.75, and 2.00 Hz were not significantly different. A frequency of

1.25 Hz maxirnized SE, with 82.33 percent of all fines removed.

SE, was maxirnized with both screens at a frequency of 1.25 Hz. At any frequency, the dif-

ference between the two screens resulted in removing only 6 to 9 percent more lines on the 3/8 inch

screen. Observations made during the screening indicated that a large portion of the fines fell

through each screen as it was initially dumped onto the screen by the belt conveyor. The large

aperture size compared to the fines dimension may indicate why over 70 percent of all fines were

removed at any frequency.

7.1.4 Before and After Screening Analysis

In 1984, Forbes stated that pins and fmes content in whole-tree wood chips have an adverse

affect to continuous digester operations. ~ He recommended practical limits of the pins and fines

content to 10 percent by weight. Some pulp mills do not follow this general rule. The Westvaco

mill at Covington does not screen its pins and includes the pins with the accepts. They have set a
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Table 13. ANOVA table with the response being screening eliiciency of lines (SEf) using the 3/8 inch
screen.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VAR IABLE: Screening Efficiency of F i nes

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE
MODEL 3 94.65 31.55 4.81(S)

ERROR 12 78.72 6.56 PR > F
0.0201

CORRECTED TOTAL 15 173.37

'äiääüiäé''''''°''''''''ETQÜ''''''''''''§ö5¥'«T«§E'''''''''''E?Es§'F«ERi«"
0.546 3.04 2.56 84.30

'éöüäéä'''''''''''''''BE''''''''''''RI«5QX'§§"'E'§Ä[GE''''Eä'§'E“'i}§“'
FREQ 3 94.65 4.81 0.0201 S

S=Signficant, N=Nonsignf‘icant
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Table I4. Duncan’s multiple range test for mean screening elliciency of lines (SEf) using the 3/8 inch
screen.

GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROGEDURE

DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR VARIABEE:-FTNES
_ — —

NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I COMPARISONWISE ERROR RATE,
NOT THE EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE

ALPHA=0.05 DF=12 MSE=6.56
NUMBER OF MEANS 2 3 H
CRITICAL RANGE 3.9ß M.13 ¤.25

MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.

DUNCAN GROUPING MEAN SAMPLES FREGUENCY (Hertz)
A 88 . I-I8 I4 1 . 25
B 83 . 31 ll 1 . 50
B

„ B 82.96 H 1.75
B
B 82 . N6 ll 2 . OO
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Table 15. ANOVA table with the response being screening elliciency of lines (6'Ef) using the l /4 inch
screen.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VAR IABLE: Screening Efficiency of F i nes

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE
MODEL 3 203.00 67.67 4.54(S)
ERROR 12 178.98 14.91 PR > F

0 .0240
CORRECTED TOTAL 15 381 .98

'äiéöüiäé'''''''''''''''ETC/T''''''''''''ä56¥'i2§E''''”''''''EYRSSTJERQ''''
0.53 5.06 3.86 76.30

'éöüäéé'''''''°'''''''BE''''''''''''R§6QR'§§"'E'Q2[GE''''E§'§'E“'ü}§“'
FREQ 3 203 .00 4 .54 0 . 0240 S

S=Signficant, N=Nonsignficant
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Table 16. Duncan’s multiple range test for mean screening efliciency of fines (SE!) using the I /4 inch
screen.

· GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
'''' '6GNERNiS'NG[¥TE[E'§ANSE issr EENE VARTABEE;-F I NES “ '

NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I COMPARISONWISE ERROR RATE,
NOT THE EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE

ALPHA=0.05 DF=12 MSE=1H.91
NUMBER OF MEANS 2 3 N
CRITICAL RANGE 5.9ü 6.22 6.üO

MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.

-00NGAN GROUPING MEAN SAMPLES FREQUENCY (Hartz)
A 82.33 M 1.25
B 75 . 28 lt 1 . 50
B .7l-I . 38 lt 1 . 75

‘ B 73 . 19 H 2 . 00
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practical limit for lines of 2 percent by weight of the total fumish. By using the above guidelines,
- the effectiveness of the screening treatments can be deterrnined in a practical sense.

A summation average of the four samples shaken at each frequency, given in Table 17, re-
vealed that most of the procured chip samples were at, or over the 10 percent practical limit for pins
and lines. If no cleaning were done ineliicient digester operations would have resulted. Screening
with the 3/8 inch screen reduced the pins and fines content to a low of 1.01 percent at 1.25 Hz, and
a high of 4.01 percent at 2.00 Hz. All treatments reduced the pins and lines content below the 10
percent limit. Screening on the 1/4 inch screen reduced the pins and lines content to 3.98 percent
at 1.25 Hz. Again, all frequencies tested on the l/4 inch screen resulted in reducing the pins and
lines content. At any frequency on either screen the pins and lines content were reduced below the
10 percent practical limit.

Just analyzing the lines revealed that the samples all contained more than the 2 percent prac-
tical limit imposed by the Covington mill. These sample chips would have been rejected as pulp,
or would have been screened to reduce the lines content. Screening with the 3/8 inch screen re-

duced the lines content to 0.45 percent at 1.25 Hz. Even a frequency of 2.00 Hz reduced the lines
content to below 1 percent. Screening with the 1/4 inch screen reduced the fmes content to 0.83
percent at 1.25 Hz. At any frequency on either screen, the oscillation reduced the lines content

below the 2 percent practical limit. By reducing the lines content, the bark and rot content was also

reduced, thus reducing operational costs. The practical limit for bark and rot content is 1 percent,

so even if all of the lines content is composed of bark and rot, screening at 1.25 Hz will reduce the

lines content below 1 percent.
To maximize SEP, and SE, on either screen, a frequency of 1.25 I—lz is recommended. Of

course, screening at 1.25 Hz takes more time to separate the wood chips then screening at higher
frequencies. Each mill must make it’s own decisions with regards to the amount of time available

to shake a given amount of chips, and on the desired reduction of pin and/or lines. For example, _

mills that combine pins and accepts will only be interested in reducing lines content. Frequencies

of greater than 2.00 Hz can be used and still remove up to 70 percent of the total amount of lines.

The higher frequencies will reduce the time needed to shake out the lines. On the other hand, mills
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Table l7. Effects of' screening on pins and fines content.

3/sil. Yäél. Séiééä''''''''''°'''''''''''°''''' -
Percentage of Percentage of
Pins and Flnes Fines Only

Shaker Frequency Before After Before After
(Hertz) Screening Screening Screening Screening

1.25 9.32 1.01 3.96 0.45
1.50

E
10.33 2.81 4.46 0.77

1.75 10.95 3.31 5.28 0.88
2.00 11.51 4.01 5.75 0.97

' ' ' '''''''''''''''''''i}ä'7;;E';;.?;;F„''''’'°'''°°''°°'''“'°''''''''
Percentage of Percentage of
Pins and Flnes Fines Only

Shaker Frequency Before After Before After
(Hertz) Screening Screening Screening Screening

1.25 9.92 3.98 4.74 0.83
1.50 10.05 5.28 5.17 1.27

1.75 10.01 5.46 5.52 1.34
2.00 8.23 4.50 4.65 1.24

Percentages obtalned from summatlon average of all samples at that
frequency.
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that don’t use pins might have to use a frequency of 1.25 Hz on a 7mm screen to separate pins and
fines from accepts. This narrower classification of accepts will require more time to bring the pins
content down to a level acceptable to management.

7.2 Velocity and Acceleration Vector Analysis

In Chapter 5 (Derivation of Analytical Model), velocity and acceleration vectors were derived

for the upper and lower swing arms, and for the screen. The question is posed, can the screen at-

tachrnent point vectors be correlated to chip screening efliciency. The acceleration vectors for

screen attachment points B and D are shown in Figure 15 for the x direction , and in Figure 16 for

the y direction. The accelerations in the x direction are very similar, for both attachment points,
and the accelerations in the y direction are smaller then in the x direction for both attachment

points. The accelerations in the y direction at points B and D would be very similar if the swing

arms were the same length. This difference helped to create a range of accelerations along the screen

(between attachment point B and D) that complicated the attempt to correlate with screening etli-

ciency. It is impossible to correlate the range of accelerations for one complete crank rotation to

a single screening eiiiciency. Instead, the maximum value associated with each revolution was

correlated to the various screening efiiciencies.
The maximum value for acceleration in the x direction at point B versus the five screening

efliciencies is shown in Figure 17. Figure 18 shows the maximum value for acceleration in the y

direction. Note the sirnilarities in the curves with the only difference being the x-axis scales. Similar

results were also obtained for the angular velocity (dz), angular acceleration (bk), and velocities in the

x and y directions at point B. The ligures reveal that the lowest maximum accelerations gave the

highest screening efliciencies. This could be expected since the vectors are directly related to the

change in frequency, and the lowest frequencies produced the highest screening efliciencies. If rod
A

length, crank length, or angle of screen inclination had also been changed with frequency, then
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different curves would have been produced. Further research is needed to determine the effects of
these parameters on screening efficiency and their correlation.
Investigating the effects of screen angle would be the another point of interest. In the study con-
ducted, the velocity and acceleration vectors were directly related to frequency with no other pa-
rameters changing (screen size has no effect on the vectors). The correlation between screening
efficiency and these vectors was the same as with frequency; the lowest produced the highest
screening efficiency.

Figures 17 and 18 also reveal than lower frequencies result in higher screening efficiencies.
Frequencies below 1.25 Hz were not considered because of the extremely low mass flow rates. At
a frequency of 2.00 Hz, 4.54 kg (10 lb) of chips were shaken through or down and off the screen

in 8 seconds. At a frequency of 1.25 Hz, 4.54 kg (10 lb) of chips were shaken through or down and
off the screen in 15 minutes. Lower frequencies were not studied because the low mass flow rates

would make this type of project useless since large volumes of wood chips must be moved in rela-

tively short periods of time. .
Examination of the acceleration and velocity vectors revealed no new information about

screening efficiency that was not obtained from a comparison against frequency. Knowledge of

these vectors is needed for a design of a shaker which will clean chips in the manner described.

7.3 Graphical Simulation Analysis

The PHIGS program worked well in graphically simulating the actual motion of the shaker

unit. The motion of the dynamic parts were easily followed and the parameter adjustments required

only seconds before simulation resumed. The parameter adjustments allowed the viewer to observe

screen motion without having to use and adjust the actual shaker unit.

It was observed that increases in crank length increased the amplitude of screen motion.
Further investigation of the analytical model incorporated into the PHIGS program showed that
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as crank length increased, accelerations in the x and y directions also increased. Similar results were
also obtained when rod length was increased.

By adjusting the screen angle of inclination to 20 degrees, it appeared that the angle may be
too steep and the wood chips might overcome the coefficient of friction and roll down the incline.
By selecting smaller angles, one was certain that the chips would have more opportunities to en-
counter an aperture and be shaken through rather than bouncing down the inclined screen. Results
from the analytical model revealed that increasing screen angle had no signiticant effects on accel-
erations in the x and y directions. There was a slight increase in acceleration in the y direction at
screen attachment point D compared to attachment point B when screen angle was increased.

One major drawback in using PHIGS was its inability to represent changes in frequency.
Although the analytical model predicted the proportional increase in accelerations in both the x and ·

y directions with changes in frequency, the graphical simulation remained the same for all choices
of the frequency parameter. PHIGS has capabilities to deal with time dependent variables but does
not have a fast enough response. ‘

The slow response time is understandable for such a complex, three-dimensional, interactive
graphics system. The PHIGS program recreated the base pieces (structures) of the static and dy-
narnic portions of the shaker unit. Each structure consisted of six prioritized sides with 72 data

points per structure. The pieces were copied and placed according to parameter specifications. The

shaker unit was composed of over 36 structures instantaneously assembled. The problem arose

when viewing the dynamic shaker unit. A new graphical image was created for every 10 degree

rotation of the crank, so 36 images were completed for one complete crank rotation. Selecting

afrequencyof 2.00 Hz, these 36 images would have to be produced in 0.5 seconds. _

The system could not create, copy, place, rotate, and translate that many structures in that
short

ai
period of time. The graphical simulation of the dynamic shaker unit took less time to move

through one crank revolution than the simulation of the dynamic shaker unit with the static frame.

This suggests that the extra structures required time to be created. Reducing the number of struc-

tures would reduce the time required for each workstation update (new image) thus creating a

smoother dynamic motion. Much smoother motion could have been created if three·dirnensional
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wire framed structures (lines) were utilized rather than the three -dimensional structures (six sided
. pieces). Of course, a wire-framed replication would not have looked as good as the current simu-

lation, but it may have been easier to follow the motion of the screen for one or more revolutions
of the crank.
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8.0 Summary and Conclusions

Due to competition and the need for efiicient use of natural resources, the pulp and paper in-

dustry will continue to strive to maximize pulp production from each tree. This requires recovery

of more wood chips and the efficient separation of the undesirable materials contained therein.

Separation processes will continue to be refined to produce the acceptable wood chips for particular

mill applications.

This study looked at ways to influence the quality of whole-tree wood chips by screening the

chips before mill use. This was accomplished by obtaining commercially produced whole-tree

wood chips and experimentally separating them on an inclined, vibrating screen. The separated

portions were separated into an "upper” (useable) and "lower" (rejected) portions. These two

portions were then further separated by individually running each portion through an EMP 3307

Chip Classifier. This separation allowed for detailed analysis of the over, accept, pin, and üne

fractions in the "upper" and "lower” portions. The statistical analysis revealed what percentage of

useable fiber was being shaken through into the rejected portion, and what percentage of unac·

ceptable material was being left in the acceptable portion. By correlating screening efliciency to the

parameters specifications on the inclined, vibrating screen, useful information was obtained on how

to increase the quality of the wood chips.
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This research showed that various parameters on a separation unit directly influence the
amount and quality of wood chips separated. The frequency of oscillation has a signilicant effect
on screening efliciencies (with other parameters constant). Lower frequencies produce higher
screening efliciencies, but require more time for the chips to travel over the screen. Larger screen
apertures also produce higher screening efliciencies but remove useable pulp.

An analytical model of the shaker unit was developed and velocity and acceleration vectors
of the screen attachment points were determined. A three-dimensional simulation of the motion
of the dynamic portion of the shaker unit was also developed usir1g Programmer’s Hierarchical
Interactive Graphics System (PHIGS). By running this PHIGS program, frequency, angle of screen
inclination, rod length and crank length could be adjusted and the resulting screen motion viewed.

The following conclusions can be drawn from this research:
1) Using 3/8 inch and 1/4 inch screen apertures, and frequencies of 1.25, 1.50, 1.75

and 2.00 Hz, the pins and lines categories were reduced below the mill standard for
all frequencies and either screen.

2) The highest screening elliciencies were obtained with the 3/ inch screen aperture
at a frequency of 1.25 Hz. Screening efliciencies for the lines (SE,) were all over 70
percent at any frequency on either screen. .

3) The lowest maximum acceleration of the screen attachment points produced the highest _
screening efliciencies.This was due to the direct relationship between frequency and these
vectors.

4) Correlation between acceleration and screening elliciency did not reveal any information
not already obtained from a correlation with frequency.

Q

The following recornmendations should be followed if further research is to be conducted:
1) Use screen aperture sizes that separate individual chip fractions. These screens

should be based on the particular mi1l’s needs and available classilier.
2) Run tests at a smaller screen angle of inclination to test the effect of this parameter

on screening efliciency.
3) Increase the length of the lower swing arm to that of the upper swing arm so that
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velocity and acceleration vectors will be constant across the length of the screen
when the screen angle is zero. Subsequent increases in screen angle will result in
proportional increases in these vectors from point B to D. A better correlation
between velocity and acceleration vectors and screening efficiencies may be found.

4) The mean hanger angle should be as close to zero as possible. This can be accomp·
lished by making the distance between points B and D the same as the distance
between the swing arm attachment points on the frame. Currently, the distances
are not the same.

This study is a step in the right direction to' determine if it is feasible to reduce unwanted ma-
terial on a small scale shaker unit. The results of the study showed that fines content can be dras-
tically reduced, so the idea of removing unwanted material in the field is an idea that deserves
consideration.
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Appendix A. Wood Chip Classification Data

Column Numbers ‘

lExp1anafion Jf columns ai end of data sei)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

U 1111 14 194 2629 14 16 2867 0.38 5.23 71.54 0.38 0.43 78.01

L 1111 0 0 443 197 168 808 0.00 0.00 12.05 5.36 4.57 21.99 14.42 93.38 91.22

U 1112 41 159 2830 28 16 3074 1.08 4.19 74.49 0.74 0.42 80.92

L 1112 0 0 414 176 135 725 0.00 0.00 10.90 4.63 3.55 19.04 12.76 86.22 89.42

U 1113 43 156 2951 22 14 3186 1.11 4.04 76.43 0.57 0.36 82.52

L 1113 0 0 379 180 116 675 0.00 0.00 9.82 4.66 3.00 17.48 11.39 89.10 89.02

U 1114 28 235 2946 22 22 3253 0.72 6.03 75.62 0.56 0.56 83.50W
L 1114 0 0 349 177 117 643 0.00 0.00 8.96 4.54 3.00 16.50 10.59 88.84 84.27

U 1121 12 162 2835 83 29 3121 0.33 4.49 78.62 2.30 0.80 86.55 .

L 1121 0 0 144 156 185 485 0.00 0.00 3.99 4.33 5.13 13.45 4.83 65.31 86.51

U 1122 59 223 2820 79 28 3209 1.66 6.26 79.12 2.22 0.79 90.04

L 1122 0 0 102 138 115 355 0.00 0.00 2.86 3.87 3.23 9.96 3.49 63.55 80.55

U 1123 19 209 2934 61 24 3247 0.53 5.83 81.91 1.70 0.67 90.65

L 1123 0 0 99 128 108 335 0.00 0.00 2.76 3.57 3.02 9.35 3.26 61.93 82.07

U 1124 27 212 2892 70 29 3230 0.76 5.94 81.07 1.96 0.81 90.55
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L 1124 0 0 90 126 121 337 0.00 0.00 2.52 3.53 3.39 9.45 3.01 64.30 80.71
U 1131 23 164 2994 95 31 3307 0.63 4.46 81.47 2.59 0.84 89.99
L 1131 0 0 59 129 180 368 0.00 0.00 1.61 3.51 4.90 10.01 1.94 57.54 85.37
U 1132 15 170 3032 91 33 3341 0.41 4.68 83.41 2.50 0.91 91.91
L 1132 0 0 47 109 138 294 0.00 0.00 1.29 3.00 3.80 8.09 1.52 54.55 80.85
U 1133 34 167 2905 96 34 3236 0.96 4.70 81.74 2.70 0.96 91.05

L 1133 0 0 55 110 153 318 0.00 0.00 1.55 3.10 4.31 8.95 1.86 53.45 81.94
U 1134 32 194 2897 69 29 3221 0.90 5.46 81.54 1.94 0.82 90.66
L 1134 0 0 50 118 164 332 0.00 0.00 1.41 3.32 4.62 9.34 1.70 63.12 85.08
U 1141 26 201 2942 95 32 3296 0.72 5.59 81.81 2.64 0.89 91.66

L 1141 0 0 40 92 168 300 0.00 0.00 1.11 2.56 4.67 8.34 1.34 49.23 83.99
U 1142 25 166 2861 95 33 3180 0.71 4.74 81.63 2.71 0.94 90.73

L 1142 0 0 40 101 184 325 0.00 0.00 1.14 2.88 5.25 9.27 1.38 51.52 84.81
U 1143 39 195 2969 129 38 3370 1.06 5.31 80.88 3.51 1.04 91.80

L 1143 0 0 49 100 152 301 0.00 0.00 1.33 2.72 4.14 8.20 1.62 43.59 79.92
U 1144 14 219 2885 117 37 3272 0.39 6.09 80.32 3.26 1.03 91.09

L 1144 0 0 39 99 182 320 0.00 0.00 1.09 2.77 5.07 8.91 1.34 46.09 83.11
U 2111 23 151 3404 143 39 3760 0.57 3.56 84.66 3.56 0.97 93.51

L 2111 0 0 7 78 176 261 0.00 0.00 0.17 1.94 4.38 6.49 0.20 35.27 81.87

U 2112 53 189 3326 115 31 3714 1.34 4.78 84.12 2.91 0.78 93.93

L 2112 0 0 9 86 145 240 0.00 0.00 0.23 2.17 3.67 6.07 0.27 42.72 82.47

U 2113 40 239 3282 141 33 3735 1.00 5.95 81.76 3.51 0.82 93.04
n

L 2113 0 0 11 85 183 279 0.00 0.00 0.28 2.12 4.56 6.96 0.34 37.66 84.76
U 2114 12 218 3535 109 31 3905 0.29 5.30 85.88 2.65 0.75 94.87

L 2114 0 0 8 78 125 211 0.00 0.00 0.19 1.89 3.04 5.13 0.22 41.63 80.21

U 2121 23 141 3227 133 39 3563 0.62 3.80 86.89·3.58 1.05 95.94

L 2121 0 0 2 33 116 151 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.89 3.12 4.06 0.06 19.91 74.82
_ U 2122 45 209 3067 130 40 3491 1.25 5.80 85.17 3.61 1.11 96.95

L 2122 0 0 1 22 87 110 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.61 2.42 3.05 0.03 14.45 68.55

U 2123 20 219 2968 161 55 3423 0.55 6.07 82.31 4.46 1.53 94.93 Q
L 2123 0 0 3 30 150 183 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.83 4.16 5.07 0.10 15.66 73.24

U 2124 33 177 2898 158 50 3316 0.92 4.96 81.13 4.42 1.40 92.83

L 2124 0 0 4 40 212 256 0.00 0.00 0.11 1.12 5.93 7.17 0.13 20.22 80.90

U 2131 12 193 3037 147 54 3443 0.33 5.26 82.84 4.01 1.47 93.92
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L 2131 0 0- 3 Z3 197 223 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.63 5.37 6.08 0.10 13.58 78.39
U 2132 66 218 310?•· 134 46 3568 1.75 5.79 82.49 3.56 1.22 94.82
L 2132 0 0 5 27 163 195 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.72 4.33 5.18 0.16 16.78 78.02
U 2133 26 249 3042 125 42 3484 0.72 6.87 83.89 3.45 1.16 96.08
L 2133 0 0 9 22 111 142 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.61 3.06 3.92 0.30 15.06 72.51
U 2134 40 183 3147 164 57 3591 1.06 4.86 83.50 4.35 1.51 95.28 I
L 2134 0 0 6 23 149 178 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.61 3.95 4.72 0.19 12.30 72.21
U 2141 43 238 3579 139 50 4049 1.02 5.67 85.32 3.31 1.19 96.52
L 2141 0 0 1 14 131 146 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.33 3.12 3.48 0.02 9.07 72.39
U_2142 19 219 3433 113 47 3831 0.47 5.47 85.80 2.82 1.17 95.75
L 2142 0 0 2 14 154. 170 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.35 3.85 4.25 0.06 11.04 76.69
U 2143 21 435 3684 137 50 4327 0.47 9.66 81.79 3.04 1.11 96.07

n

L 2143 0 0 2 14 161 177 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.31 3.57 3.93 0.05 9.25 76.28
U 2144 37 246 3385 158 60 3886 0.92 6.12 84.16 3.93 1.49 96.62
L 2144 0 0 1 11 124 136 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.27 3.08 3.38 0.02 6.43 67.39

Column · number represents:
_ 1 = wood chips remaining above the screen (U) or falling through the screen (L)

A 2 = shaker unit parameter classification

lxxx = 3/8 inch screen aperature size

2xxx = 1/4 inch screen aperature size

xlxx = screen incline of 15 degrees

xxlx = oscillating frequency of 1.25 Hertz

xx2x = oscillating frequency of 1.50 Hertz

xx3x = oscillating frequency of 1.75 Hertz

xx4x = oscillating frequency of 2.00 Hertz

xxxl = wood chip sample #1 for the above parameters

xxx2 = wood chip sample #2 for the above parameters

xxx3 = wood chip sample #3 for the above parameters

xxx4 = wood chip sample #4 for the above parameters
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3 = mass of oversized chip fraction in grams
4 = mass of ovexthick chip fraction in grams
5 = mass of acceptable chip fraction in grams
6 = mass of pin chips chip fraction in grams
7 = mass of fines chip fraction in grams
8 = total mass of all chip fractions in grams (addition of columns 3 through 7)
9 = percentage of oversize chip fraction (column 3 divided by the addition of column 8 U and

L for that sample #)

10 = percentage of overthick chip fraction (column 4 divided by the addition of column 8 U
and L for that sample #)

ll = percentage of acceptable chip fraction (column 5 divided by the addition of column 8
U and L for that sample #)

12 = percentage of pin chips chip fraction (column 6 divided by the addition of column 8 U
and L for that sample #) .

13 = percentage of fines chip fraction (column 7 divided by the addition of column 8 U and
L for that sample #) I

14 = total percentage of all chip fractions (addition of columns 9 through 13 divided by the
i

addition of column 8 U and L)
15 = screening efiiciency for acceptableichips (SE,). Defined by Eqn.[4.3]
16 = screening efiiciency for pin chips (SE,,). Defined by Eqn.[4.l]
17 = screening efiiciency for fmes (SE,). Defined by Eqn.[4.2]
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Appendix B. PHIGS Program

C
C MS THESIS
C
C PROGRAM
C
C DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF A SHAKER UNIT
C' C GREGORY A. WEEKS
C
C This project uses graPHI-GS to sirnulate an inclined, vibrating
C screen. Crank length, rod length, angle of screen inclination and
C frequency of oscillation can be selected with a pick device. The
C static and/or dynamic portions of the shaker unit can be viewed.
C
C
C

COMMONCHARACTER*8 ERFILE,WSTYPE,CONNID
C
C ERROR FILE
C

DATA ERFILE/’DUMMY-UP’/
C
C WORKSTATION IDENTIFIER
C

DATA IWSID/l/
C
C WORKSTATION TYPE
C

DATA WSTYPE/’5080 ’/
C
C CONNECTION IDENTIFIER
C

DATA CONNID/’IBM5080 ’/
CC•··•··•·-•··•··•··•-·•··•-·•·-•··•-•-·•-•-·•··•--•--•·-•·-•··•-·•-·•·•· INITIALIZATION ·•··•·-•·-•-•-·•··•-•-·•·•-•-·•-•·•·•·«•--•··•·•·•-1··•·•·-•·-•··•·•·•··•-·•· ·
C
C OPEN GRAPHIGS
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CALL GPOPPH (ERFILE,0)
C OPEN A 5080 WORKSTATION

CALL GPOPWS (IWSID,CONNID,WSTYPE) '
CC++-•--•-+»•-++++•··•-·•--•-++-•--•··•--•-«-·•-·•·«•-·•--•-•·+-«-4-+4--•··•-·•-·•-·•·+-•-·•··•-·•--•--•·+-•·-•«-·•--•·•··•-•«-·•--••·»-•-•--•·•··•·-•·-•·-•--ne-•·•
C

CALL STRUCT
C

CALL FRAMES
C

CALL SHAKER
C ,

CALL OPMENU
C

7 CALL VWMENU
C .C·•-•-·•·-•-·•-·•·+·•·•·«··•-«··•--•-«··•·-•—-•-·•-·•·•-·•- REQUEST PICK INpUT ·•·+•-·•-·•-·•··•··•-·•-•·++-•--•--•··•--•·-•·•·•-·•-•-·•-•--•-«•-•--•·-•·C

IF (PICK5.EQ.l6) GO TO 6
IF (PICK5.EQ.17) GO TO 100

6 CALL GPDARW (IWSID) »
CALL GPEAV (IWSID)
CALL GPUPWS (IWSID,2) _
GO TO 7

CC+·•-•-•-·•--•·-•·-•-·•·-•-·•-•-·•--•--•·-•·-•·-•-•--•-•· TERMINATION OF pROGRAM n·•·-•··•-·•--•-•+·•·-•··•·4--•-·•··•··•-•·-•·-•·-•·•·«--•··•·•
C
C .
C CLOSE GRAPHIGS. THE WORKSTATION IS IMPLICITLY CLOSED.
C

100 CALL GPDARW (IWSID)
CALL GPEAV (IWSID)
CALL GPUPWS (IWSID,2)
CALL GPCLPH
STOP
ENDC PC

C .
BLOCK DATA

C
C
C 6

COMMONTHRAB(61),THRDB(61),THRL(6l),THRD(61),TH2(61),X1,Y1,RAX(61)
&,RAY(61),RDX(61),RDY(61),R,RL,EP,FREQ,IDSTR,RH,TH(61),PSI
COMMON /AREA}/ISTR(5)
COMMON /AREA2/IFRAME(47)
COMMON /AREA3/ISHAKE(76)
COMMON /AREA4/PICK,K
COMMON /AREA5/PICK1,PICK2,PICK3,PICK4
COMMON /AREA6/N4(4),N5(5),N3A(3),N3B(3)
COMMON /AREA7/PICK5,N2(2)

C „
DATA (ISTR(I),I= 1,5)/1,2,3,4,5/
DATA (IFRAME(I),I= 1,47)/6,7,8,9,10,l1,12,13,14,15,92,93,94,95,96,9

&7,98,99,100,101,102,103,104,105,106,l07,108,109,110,111,1l2,113,11.
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&4,115,116,l17,118,119,120,12l,122;123,124,l25,l26,127,128/
DATA (ISHAKE(1),I= 1,76)/16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,

&30,31,32,3},34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,
&52,53,54,55,56,57,$8,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,
&74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91/
DATA N3A/1,2,3/,N3B/4,5,6/,N5/7,8,9,10,11/,N4/12,13,14,15/,N2/16,1

&7/
END

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE OPMENU
C
C START OF COMMON BLOCK
C

COMMON /AREA1/ISTR(5)
C
C END OF COMMON BLOCK
C .

CHARACTER*40 MSG1
C
C OPENING MENU MESSAGES AND THEIR LENGTH
C

DATA MSG1/’PLEASE USE THE CURSOR TO SELECT CONTINUE’/,LNGl/40/
C .

C4-·•-·•-+++4--•-•-4-«-+«·«-++4-•-•-«--•--•-H DISPLAY OPENING MENU -•·•-·•-«·+·•--•·-•·+-•·-•--•-·•-·n·-•-+·•-·•-·•·-•·-•··•--•··•-
C

CALL GPVCH (1,1,1,1,1,2,4,2,2,2) .
CALL GPARV (1,1,ISTR(1),1.0)
CALL GPUPWS (1,2)C .

C********** REQUEST A PICK INPUT TO CONTINUE TO THE NEXT MENU **********C
CALL GPPKF (1,1,1,1,0,0)
CALL GPPKMO (1,1,1,2)
CALL GPMSG (1,LNG1,MSG1)
CALL GPROPK (1,1,12,STATUS,DEPTH,PKPATH)
CALL GPMSG (1,0,MSG1)
CALL GPUPWS (1,2)

C
C

RETURN
END ‘

C
C
C 1

SUBROUTINE VWMENU
C
C START OF COMMON BLOCK
C

COMMON IDSTR,EP
COMMON /AREA1/ISTR(5)
COMMON /AREA2/IFRAME(47)
COMMON /AREA3/ISHAKE(76)
COMMON /AREA4/PICK,K
COMMON /AREA5/PICK1,PICK2,PICK3,PICK4
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COMMON /AREA7/P1CK5,N2(2)
C
C END OF COMMON BLOCK
C

CHARACTER*38 MSG1
INTEGER PKPATH(3,3)

C
C OPENING MENU MESSAGES AND THEIR LENGTH
C

C
DATA MSG1/’PLEASE USE THE CURSOR TO SELECT A V1EW’/,LNG1/38/

Cu-++++4-+4-«-H-+4-+«-«-+++++++ DISPLAY VIEWINGMENUC
CALL GPVCH (1,1,1,1,1,2,4,2,2,1)
CALL GPDRV (1,1,ISTR(1))
CALL GPVCH (1,2,1,1,1,2,4,2,2,2)
CALL GPARV (1,2,ISTR(2),1.0) · _
CALL GPUPWS (1,2)
CALL GPVCH (l,2,1,1,1,2,4,2,2,1)
CALL GPDRV (1,2,ISTR(2))

C
C********** REQUEST A PICK INPUT TO CONTINUE TO THE NEXT MENU **********C

CALL GPPKF (1,1,5,5,0,0)
CALL GPPKMO (1,1,1,2)
CALL GPMSG (1,LNG1,MSG1) —
CALL GPRQPK (1,1,30,STATUS,DEPTH,PKPATH)
PICK = PKPATH(2,1)
CALL GPMSG (1,0,MSG1) .

C
IF (PICK.EQ.1) THEN
IDSTR =1FRAME(11)CALL

MAINFR
CALL VWSTRU

ELSEIF (PICK.GT.1) THEN
CALL PAMENU
CALL COORD
CALL MAINSH

END IF
IF (PICK.EQ.2) THEN
CALL MAINFR
IDSTR = IFRAME(l1) _
CALL VWSTRU

ELSEIF (PICK.EQ.3) THEN
IDSTR = ISHAKE(16)
CALL VWSTRU

ELSEIF (PICK.EQ.4) THEN
CALL MAINFR
DO 10 K= 1,37
IDSTR = IFRAME(K+ 10)
CALL VWSTRU

10 CONTINUE
ELSEIF (PICK.EQ.5) THEN

DO 20 K= 1,37
IDSTR = 1SHAKE(K+ 15)
CALL VWSTRU
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20 CONTINUE
ENDIF
DO 30 K= 1,37
CALL GPEST (IFRAME(K+ 10))
CALL GPEST (ISHAKE(K + 15))

30 CONTINUE '
RETURN
END

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE PAMENU·
C START OF COMMON BLOCK
C

COMMON /AREA1/ISTR(5)
COMMON /AREA5/PICK1,PICK2,PICK3,PICK4
COMMON /AREA6/N4(4),N5(5),N3A(3),N3B(3)

C
C END OF COMMON BLOCK
C

CHARACTER*48 MSG1
CHARACTER*46 MSG2
CHARACTER*56 MSG3
CHARACTER*45 MSG4
INTEGER PKPATH(3,3)

C
C OPENING MENU MESSAGES AND THEIR LENGTH
C

DATA MSG1/’PLEASE USE THE CURSOR TO SELECT THE CRANK LENGTH’/
DATALNG1/48/DATA

MSG2/’PLEASE USE THE CURSOR TO SELECT THE ROD LENGTH’/
DATA LNG2/46/
DATA MSG3/’PLEASE USE THE CURSOR TO SELECT THE ANGLE OF INCLINATIO&N’/
DATA LNG3/56/
DATA MSG4/’PLEASE USE THE CURSOR TO SELECT THE FREQUENCY’/
DATA LNG4/45/

CC-•·-•·-•-+-•·++·•-«·-•·-•--«-•·«--•--•--•·«·-•--•--•--•·-• DISPLAY PARAMETER MENU ·u-+-•··•--•·-•·-•-·•--•·•--•--•-•--•·«-«·-•-«•·-•--•·-•·-••·
C

CALL GPVCH (1,3,1,1,1,2,4,2,2,2)
CALL GPARV (1,3,ISTR(3),1.0)
CALL GPUPWS (1,2)

_ C
C********** REQUEST A PICK INPUT TO OBTAIN THE CRANK LENGTH **********
C

CALL GPPKF (1,1,3,N3A,0,0) _
CALL GPPKMO (1,1,1,2)
CALL GPMSG (1,LNG1,MSG1)
CALL GPRQPK (1,1,5,STATUS,DEPTH,PKPATH)
PICK1 = PKPATH(2,1)
CALL GPMSG (l,0,MSG1)
CALL GPUPWS (1,2)

C
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C*"'******** REQUEST A PICK INPUT TO OBTAIN THE ROD LENGTH "'*********C
CALL GPPKF (1,1,3,N3B,0,0) , L
CALL GPPKMO (1,1,1,2)
CALL GPMSG (1,LNG2,MSG2)
CALL GPRQPK (1,1,5,STATUS,DEPTH,PKPATH)
PICK2 = PKPATH(2,1)
CALL GPMSG (1,0,MSG2)
CALL GPUPWS (1,2)

C
g***"'****** REQUEST A PICK INPUT TO OBTAIN THE ANGLE OF INCLINATION *"'**

CALL GPPKF (l,1,5,N5,0,0) ” ‘
CALL GPPKMO (1,1,1,2)
CALL GPMSG (1,LNG3,MSG3)
CALL GPRQPK (1,1,5,STATUS,DEPTH,PKPATH)
PICK3 = PKPATH(2,1)
CALL GPMSG (1,0,MSG3)
CALL GPUPWS (1,2)

C
C***"'****"'* REQUEST A PICK INPUT TO OBTAIN THE FREQUENCY **********C

CALL GPPKF (1,1,4,N4,0,0) _
CALL GPPKMO (1,1,1,2)
CALL GPMSG (1,LNG4,MSG4)
CALL GPRQPK (1,1,5,STATUS,DEPTH,PKPATH) ~
PICK4 = PKPATH(2,1) ·
CALL GPMSG (1,0,MSG4)
CALL GPUPWS (1,2)

C
C

RETURN
END

C
C

SUBROUTINE VWSTRU
C
C START OF COMMON BLOCK
C

COMMON IDSTR
COMMON /AREA1/ISTR(5)
COMMON /AREA2/IFRAME(47)
COMMON /AREA3/ISHAKE(76)
COMMON /AREA4/P1CK,K
COMMON /AREA7/P1CK5,N2(2)
INTEGER PKPATH(3,3)

C
C END OF COMMON BLOCK
C

REAL*4 DIST,NEAR,FAR,WINDOW(4),VIEWPT(6),POINT(3)
CHARACTER*65 MSG
DATA MSG/’

SELECT YES TO CONTINUE OR NO TO EXIT TH
&E PROGRAM’/,LNG/65/ ,

C
C VIEWPORT MAPPING DATA FOR VIEW4
C
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DATA WINDOW /·20.0,130.0,-20.0,130.0/
DATA VIEWPT /0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0/
DATA ITYPE /1/
DATA POINT /.0,.0,135.0/ V
DATA DIST /0.0/
DATA NEAR /130.0/
DATA FAR /-20.0/

C
C
C
gn-•-·•··•-++-•·+++•«-++++++-•~•~•~•-·DISpLAY STATIC SHAKER UNIT -•-«•·•-•-·•-+-•--•-•+«--•·•--•-•·+-•-•-·•·-•·-•-
C

CALL GPVCH (1,3,1,1,1,2,4,2,2,1)
CALL GPDRV (1,3,ISTR(3))
CALL GPVMP3 (1,4,WINDOW,VIEWPT,ITYPE,POINT,DIST,NEAR,FAR)
CALL GPVCH (1,4,1,1,1,2,4,2,2,2)
CALL GPARV (1,4,IDSTR,1.0)
CALL GPUPWS (1,2)
CALL GPVCH (1,4,1,1,l,2,4,2,2,1)
CALL GPDRV (1,4,IDSTR)
IF (PICK.LE.3.0R.PICK.GE.4.AND.K.EO.37) THEN
CALL GPPKF (1,1,2,N2,0,0)
CALL GPMSG (1,LNG,MSG)
CALL GPPKMO (1,1,1,2)
CALL GPRQPK(l,1,7,STATUS,DEPTH,PKPATH)
PICK5 = PKPATH(2,1)
CALL GPMSG (1,0,MSG)

END IF
C

RETURN
END ··

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE STRUCTC·•·-•·—•--•--«·•--•-+-•··•--•··•4--•--•--•+·•·+·•--•-•+4--•--•-+•·•--•-•+-•-·•--•·•-•·•--•·n·•-•-•-•-•-·•··«·•--•·•-•··•--•-·•-·•·•-•·•--•·•--••·•--•--•-•-·•··•-·•-••·
~

C STRUCT
C
C SUBROUTINE
C
C DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF A SHAKER UNIT
C „
C GREGORY A. WEEKS
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CREATES THE STRUCTURES THAT WILL BE USED IN
C THE OPENING, VIEWING, AND PARAMETER MENUS OF THE PROGRAM.
C .
E4-·•-•·-•·«·-•-u«·-•·+·•·+-•·n--•·+-•-•-•-·•·•n·•-•-•-•·-•-•··•-•--•-+·•··•--•--•·+1--•-•-•··•·m-•·•-n-•··•··•-·•·-•·-•·-•··•·•-•-·•--•·-•-•·-•-·•·«•·•··•-·•·-•-·•·
C
C START OF COMMON BLOCK .
C

COMMON /AREA1/ISTR(5)
COMMON /AREA5/PICK1,PICK2,PICK3,PICK4
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COMMON /AREA6/N4(4),N5(5),N3A(3),N3B(3) —
C
C END OF COMMON BLOCK
C

REAL*4 POS1(2),POS2(2),POS3(2),POS4(2),POS5(2),POS6(2),POS7(2),POS
&8(2),POS9(2),HGHT1,HGHT2,HGHT3,HGHT4,HGHT5,Pl0(2),P11(2),P12(2),P1
&3(2),P14(2),P15(2),Pl6(2),P17(2),P18(2),P19(2),P20(2),P21(2),P22(2
&),P23(2),P24(2),P25(2),P26(2)‘,P27(2),P28(2),PS(2),POS29(2)
INTEGER*4 NAMES(5)
CHARACTER*19 TXT29
CHARACTER*23 TXT1
CHARACTER*22 TXT2
CHARACTER*14 TXT3,TX1,TX
CHARACTER*27 TXT4
CHARACTER*30 TXT5,TXT6,TXT7,TXT8,TXT9
CHARACTER*38 TXT10,TXT11,TXT12,TXT13
CHARACTER*5 TXTl4,TXT15,TXT16,TXT17,TXT18,TXT19,TXT20,TXT21,TXT22

&,TXT23,TXT24,TXT25,TXT26,TXT27,TXT28
C
C HEIGHT OF CHARACTERS FOR VIEW1 - OPENING MENU

. C
DATA HGHT1 /.075/,HGHT2 /.04/

C
C OPENING MENU TEXT,LENGTH,AND POSITION
C .

DATA TXT1 /’DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF A'/,LN1 /23/,POS1 /-.875,0.7]
_ DATA TXT2 /’WHOLE TREE CHIP SHAKER’/,LN2 /22/,POS2 /-.875,0.4S/

DATA TXT3 /’USING GRAPHIGS’/,LN3 /14/,POS3 /-.5,0.2/
DATA TXT4

/’* CONTINUE *’/,LN4 /12/,POS4 /.3,-0.8/
DATA TXT29 /’BY GREGORY A. WEEKS’/,LN29 /19/,POS29 /-.35,-.05]

C
. C HEIGHT OF CHARACTERS FOR VIEW2 - VIEWING MENU

C
DATA HGHT3 /.045/,NAMES]1,2,3,4,5/

C
C VIEWING MENU TEXT,LENGTH,AND POSITION
C .

DATA TX /’VIEWING MENU ’/,PS /-.5,.75/,LN /14/
DATA TXT5 /’STATIC FRAME ONLY ’/,POS5 /-.85,0.5/
DATA TXT6 /’STATIC SHAKER UNIT AND FRAME ’/,POS6/-.85,0.2/
DATA TXT7 /’STATIC SHAKER UNIT ONLY ’/,POS7 /-.85,-.1/
DATA TXT8 /’DYNAMIC SHAKER UNIT WITH FRAME’/,POS8/-.85,·.4/
DATA TXT9 /’DYNAMIC SHAKER UNIT ONLY ’/,POS9 /-.85,·0.7/,

&LNG /30/
C
C HEIGHT OF CHARACTERS FOR VIEW3 - PARAMETER MENU
C

DATA HGHT4 /.04/,HGHT5 /.03/
C
C PARAMETER MENU TEXT,LENGTH,AND POSITION
C

DATA TX1 /’PARAMETER MENU’/
DATA TXT10/'CRANK LENGTH IN CENTIMETERS ’/,P10/-.85,.5/
DATA TXT1l/’ROD LENGTH IN CENTIMETERS '/,P11/·.85,.15/
DATA TXT12/’ANGLE OF SCREEN INCLINATION IN DEGREES’/,P12/-.85,-.2/
DATA TXT13/’FREQUENCY OF ELECTRIC MOTOR IN HERTZ ’/,P13/-.85,-.55
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. &/,LNG1 /38/,LNG2/5/
DATA TXT14/’ 1.5 ’/,P14/-.6,.35/,TXT15/’ 2.0 ’/,P15/-.1,.35/,TXT&16/’ 2.5 ’/,P16/.4,.35/,TXT17/’37.1 ’/,P17/-.6,.0/,TXT18/’40.6 ’

&/,P18/-.1,.0/,TXT19/’44.1 ’/,P19/.4,.0/,TXT20/’ 0.0 ’/,P20/-.9,
&-.35/,TXT21/’ 5.0 ’/,P21/-.5,-.35/,TXT22/’10.0 ’/,P22/-.1,-.35/,
&TXT23/'15.0 ’/,P23/.3,-.35/,TXT24/’20.0 ’/,P24/.7,-.35/,TXT25/’ 1.
&25’/,P25/-.7,-.7/,TXT26/’ 1.50'/,P26/-.3,-.7/,TXT27/’ 1.75’/,P2
&7/0.1,-.7/,TXT28/’ 2.00’/,P28/.5,-.7/

C
C OPEN STRUCTURE 1-OPENING MENU
C

CALL GPOPST (ISTR(1))
CALL GPACFO (1,1,11)
CALL GPTXFO (11)
CALL GPTXPR (3)
CALL GPCHH (HGHT1)
CALL GPTXCI (3)
CALL GPTX2 (POS1,LN1,TXT1)
CALL GPTX2 (POS2,LN2,TXT2)
CALL GPTX2 (POS3,LN3,TXT3)
CALL GPCHH (HGHT2)
CALL GPTX2 (POS29,LN29,TXT29)
CALL GPADCN (1,1)
CALL GPACFO (1,1,10)
CALL GPTXFO (10)
CALL GPTXPR (3)
CALL GPCHH (HGHT2)
CALL GPTXCI (2)
CALL GPTX2 (POS4,LN4,TXT4)

C
C CLOSE STRUCTURE 1- OPENING MENU

CALL GPCLST‘ C
C OPEN STRUCTURE 2- VIEWING MENU
C

CALL GPOPST (ISTR(2))
CALL GPACFO (1,1,11)
CALL GPTXFO (11)
CALL GPTXPR (3)
CALL GPCHH (HGHT1)
CALL GPTXCI (3) _
CALL GPTX2 (PS,LN,TX)

”
CALL GPADCN (5,NAMES)
CALL GPACFO (1,1,10)
CALL GPTXFO (10)
CALL GPTXPR (3)
CALL GPCHH (HGHT3)
CALL GPTXCI (2)
CALL GPPKID (1)
CALL GPTX2 (POS5,LNG,TXT5)
CALL GPPKID (2)
CALL GPTX2 (POS6,LNG,TXT6)' CALL GPPKID (3)
CALL GPTX2 (POS7,LNG,TXT7)
CALL GPPKID (4)
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CALL GPTX2 (POS8,LNG,TXT8)
CALL GPPKID (5)
CALL GPTX2 (POS9,LNG,TXT9)

C
C CLOSE STRUCTURE 2- VIEWING MENU
C

CALL GPCLST
C
C OPEN STRUCTURE 3- PARAMETER MENU
C

CALL GPOPST (1STR(3))
CALL GPACFO (1,1,11)
CALL GPTXFO (11) '
CALL GPTXPR (3)
CALL GPCHH (HGHT1)
CALL GPTXCI (3)
CALL GPTX2 (PS,LN3,TX1)
CALL GPCHH (HGHT3)
CALL GPTXCI (3)
CALL GPTX2 (Pl0,LNG1,TXTlO)
CALL GPTX2 (P1l,LNG1,TXT11)
CALL GPTX2 (Pl2,LNG1,TXT12)
CALL GPTX2 (Pl3,LNGl,TXT13)
CALL GPACFO (1,1,10)
CALL GPTXFO (10)
CALL GPTXPR (3)
CALL GPCHH (HGHT5)
CALL GPTXCI (2)
CALL GPADCN (3,N3A)
CALL GPPKID (1)
CALL GPTX2 (P14,LNG2,TXT14)
CALL GPPKID (2)
CALL GPTX2 (P15,LNG2,TXT15)
CALL GPPKID (3)
CALL GPTX2 (P16,LNG2,TXT16)
CALL GPRCN (3,N3A)
CALL GPADCN (3,N3B)” CALL GPPKID (4)

~ CALL GPTX2 (P17,LNG2,TXT17)
CALL GPPKID (5)
CALL GPTX2 (P18,LNG2,TXTl8)
CALL GPPKID (6)
CALL GPTX2 (P19,LNG2,TXT19)
CALL GPRCN (3,N3B)
CALL GPADCN (5,N5)
CALL GPPKID (7) -CALL GPTX2 (P20,LNG2,TXT20)
CALL GPPKID (8)
CALL GPTX2 (P21,LNG2,TXT21)
CALL GPPKID (9)
CALL GPTX2 (P22,LNG2,TXT22)
CALL GPPKID (10)
CALL GPTX2 (P23,LNG2,TXT23)
CALL GPPKID (11)
CALL GPTX2 (P24,LNG2,TXT24)
CALL GPRCN (5,N5)
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CALL GPADCN (4,N4)3
CALL GPPKID (12)
CALL GPTX2 (P25,LNG2,TXT25)
CALL GPPKID (13)
CALL GPTX2 (P26,LNG2,TXT26)
CALL GPPKID (14) —
CALL GPTX2 (P27,LNG2,TXT27)
CALL GPPKID (15) '
CALL GPTX2 (P28,LNG2,TXT28)
CALL GPRCN (4,N4)

C
C CLOSE STRUCTURE 3- PARAMETER MENU
C

CALL GPCLST
C
C
C

RETURN
END

C

C
SUBROUTINE FRAMES

C
C FRAMES _
C
C SUBROUTINE
C
C DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF A SHAKER UNIT
C
C GREGORY A. WEEKS
C .
C THIS SUBROUTINE CREATES THE SEVEN INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS THAT
C ARE USED IN CONSTRUCTING THE STATIC FRAME OF THE SHAKER UNIT.
C
CCe-•n+n-•-·•-•--•-·•·•·n•n-•--un-•·-•-·•·•-+-•··•-·•--•ne•-•·+-•··•·++4--•··•·••·•--•-•··•··•-•--•·«··•··•-·•·•··•··•--•·-•--•··•--•·-•-·•·-•--•·-•-•·
C
C
C START OF COMMON BLOCK

· C
COMMON /AREA2/IFRAME(47)

C
C END OF COMMON BLOCK
C

DIMENSION SIDE(12)
C .
C DATA FOR STRUCTURE 6: HORIZONTAL MEMBER OF STATIC FRAME
C

REAL PTFR(12,6,4)/0.,0.,0.,0.,2.,0.,0.,2.,2.,0.,0.,2.0,0.,0.,2.,91
+ .,0.,2.,91.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.0,0.,2.,2.,91.,2.,2.,9l.,0.,2.,0.,0.,2.0
+ ,9l.,0.,O.,91.,2.,0.,91.,2.,2.,91.,0.,2.0,0.,2.,0.,91.,2.,0.,91.,2
+.,2.,0.,2.,2.0,0.,0.,0.,91.,0.,0.,91.,2.,0.,0.,2.,0.0,

C
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E DATA FOR STRUCTURE 7: VERTICAL MEMBER OF STATIC FRAME
+ 0.,0.,0.,2.,0.,0.,2.,0.,2.,0.,O.,2.0, 0.,0.,2.,0.,68.,2.,0.,68.,0.
+ ,0.,0.,0.0,0.,68.,O.,2.,68.,0.,2.,68.,2.,0.,68.,2.0,2.,0.,2.,2.,68
+ .,2.,0.,68.,2.,0.,0.,2.0,2.,0.,0.,2.,68.,0.,2.,68.,2.,2.,0.,2.0,0.
+ ,0.,0.,0.,68.,0.,2.,68.,O.,2.,0.,0.0,

C DATA FOR STRUCTURE 8: LATERAL MEMBER OF STATIC FRAME
+ 0.,0.,41.,0.,2.,41.,2.,2.,4l.,2.,0.,4l.0, 0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,41.,0.,2.
+ ,41.,0.,2.,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,2.,0.,2.,2.,0.,2.,0.,0.0,2.,0.,0.,2.,0.
+,4l.,0.,O.,41.,0.,0.,0.0,2.,2.,0.,2.,2.,41.,2.,0.,41.,2.,0.,0.0,0. '
+ ,2.,0.,0.,2.,41.,2.,2.,41.,2.,2.,0.0,

C
C DATA FOR STRUCTURE 9: ATTACHMENT POINTS FOR SHAKER·

+ 0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,2.,0.,2.,2.,0.,2.,0.0, 0.,0.,2.,0.,2.,2.,2.,2.,2.,2
+ .,0.,2.0,2.,0.,0.,2.,0.,2.,0.,0.,2.,0.,0.,0.0,2.,2.,0.,2.,2.,2.,2.
+ ,0.,2.,2.,0.,0.0,0.,2.,0.,0.,2.,2.,2.,2.,2.,2.,2.,0.0,0.,0.,O.,0.,
+ 2.,0.,2.,2.,0.,2.,0.,0.0/

C
E DATA FOR STRUCTURE 10: HORIZONTAL MEMBER OF POWER UNIT FRAME

REAL PTPF(12,6,4)/0.,0.,0.,O.,2.,0.,0.,2.,2.,0.,0.,2.0,0.,0.,2.,18
+ .,0.,2.,18.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.0,0.,2.,2.,18.,2.,2.,18.,0.,2.,0.,0.,2.0
+ ,18.,0.,0.,18.,2.,O.,18.,2.,2.,18.,0.,2.0,0.,2.,0.,18.,2.,0.,18.,2
+ .,2.,0.,2.,2.0,0.,0.,0.,18.,0.,0.,l8.,2.,0.,O.,2.,0.0,

C
C DATA FOR STRUCTURE 11: VERTICAL MEMBER OF POWER UNIT FRAME
C

+ 0.,0.,0.,2.,0.,0.,2.,0.,2.,O.,0.,2.0,0.,0.,2.,0.,25.5,2.,0.,25.5,0
+ .,0.,0.,0.0,0.,25.5,0.,2.,25.5,0.,2.,25.5,2.,0.,25.5,2.0,2.,0.,2.,
+ 2.,25.5,2.,0.,25.5,2.,O.,0.,2.0,2.,0.,0.,2.,25.5,0.,2.,25.5,2.,2.,
+ 0.,2.0,0.,0,,0.,0.,25.5,0.,2.,25.5,0.,2.,0.,0.0,

C
C DATA FOR STRUCTURE 12: LATERAL MEMBER OF POWER UNIT FRAME
C

+ 0.,0.,l7.5,0.,2.,17.5,2.,2.,17.5,2.,0.,17.50,0.,0.,0.,O.,0.,17.5,0 1
+ .,0.,17.5,0.,2.,0.0,2.,0.,0.,2.,0.,17.5,0.,O.,17.5,0.,0.,0.0,2.,2.
+ ,0.,2.,2.,17.5,2.,O.,17.5,2.,0.,0.0,0.,2.,0.,0.,2.,17.5,2.,2.,17.5
+ ,2.,2.,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,2.,0.,2.,2.,0.,2.,0.,0.0,

C
C DATA FOR STRUCTURE 13: SHORT LATERAL MEMBER OF STATIC FRAME
C

+ 0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,6.,0.,2.,6.,0.,2.,0.0, 0.,0.,6.,O.,2.,6.,2.,2.,6.,2
+ .,0.,6.0,2.,0.,0.,2.,0.,6.,0.,0.,6.,0.,0.,0.0,2.,2.,0.,2.,2.,6.,2.
+ ,0.,6.,2.,0.,0.0,0.,2.,0.,0.,2.,6.,2.,2.,6.,2.,2.,0.0,0.,0.,O.,0.,
+ 2.,0.,2.,2.,0.,2.,0.,0.0/

C .
REAL A(3)/1.0,l.0,0.0/

C
C
C OPEN STRUCTURES 6 THROUGH 13

. C
DO 1000 I= 1,8
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CALL GPOPST (IFRAME(I))
C
C SET INTERIOR STYLE AND COLOR
C

CALL GPIS (2)
CALL GPICI (1)

C
C SET EDGE FLAGGING AND COLOR '
C

CALL GPEF (2)
CALL GPECI (0)

C
DO 2000 J = 1,6

DO 3000 K= 1,12
IF (I.LE.4) THEN
SIDE(K) = PTFR(K,J,1)

ELSE
SIDE(K) = PTPF(K,J,1-4)

END IF
3000 CONTINUE

C _ .
CALL GPPG3 (1,4,3,SIDE)

2000 CONTINUE
C

CALL GPMT (1)
CALL GPPMCI (0)
IF (I.EQ.4) CALL GPPM2 (1,3,A) ·

C
C CLOSE STRUCTURES 6 THROUGH 13
C

CALL GPCLST
1000 CONTINUE °

C
C

RETURN
END

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE SHAKERCe--•·-•·+++++++*4-++•·•-·•-+·•--•-+n-•·-•-·•-•++4-•++·•·-•·•·•+++•·•·-•--•-•··•·--•··u·•··•··•·-•··•·•-•--•·-•-·•-4·«-«-»-«-·•-·•·•-•-+-•·-•·•·
C
C SHAKER

C SUBROUTINE
C
C DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF A SHAKER UNIT
C
C GREGORY A. WEEKS
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CREATES THE SIX INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS THAT ARE
C USED IN CONSTRUCTING THE DYNAMIC PORTION OF THE SHAKER UNIT.

C
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C START OF COMMON BLOCK _
C

COMMON /AREA3/ISHAKE(76)
C
C END OF COMMON BLOCK
C

DIMENSION SIDE(l2)
C
C DATA FOR STRUCTURE 16: UPPER SWING ARM FOR SHAKER
C

REAL PTDY(12,6,3)/-1.,-11.,0.,1.,-11.,0.,1.,·11.,.5,-1.,-11.,0.5,
+ -1.,-11.,.5,-1.,21.,.5,-1.,21.,0.,-1.,-11.,0.0,-1.,21.,0.,1.,21.,0
+ .,1.,2l.,.5,-1.,21.,0.5,1.,·11.,.5,1.,21.,.5,·1.,21.,.5,-1.,-11.,0
+ .5,1.,-11.,0.,1.,21.,0.,1.,21.,.5,1.,-11.,0.5,-1.,-11.,0.,-1.,21.,
+ 0.,1.,21.,0.,1.,·11.,0.0, .

Q .
C DATA FOR STRUCTURE 17: LOWER SWING ARM FOR SHAKER
C

+-1.,-1.,0.,1.,-1.,0.,1.,·1.,.5,·1.,·1.,0.5,
+-1.,-1.,.5,-1.,11.,.5,·1.,11.,0.,-1.,-1.,0.0,
+ -1.,11.,0.,1.,11.,0.,1.,11.,.5,-1.,11.,0.5,
+ 1.,·1.,.5,1.,11.,.5,-1.,1l.,.5,~1.,·1.,0.5,
+1.,~l.,0.,1.,11.,0.,1.,11.,.5,1.,-1.,0.5,
+-1.,-1.,0.,-1.,11.,0.,1.,11.,0.,1.,-1.,0.0,

C
C DATA FOR STRUCTURE 18: SHAKER SCREEN
C

+·12.,-1.,0.,-12.,1.,0.,-12.,1.,1.,-12.,—1.,1.0,
+ -12.,-l.,24.,84.,·1.,24.,84.,-1.,0.,-12.,-1.,0.0,
+ ·12.,1.,24.,84.,1.,24.,84.,·1.,24.,-12.,·1.,24.0,
+ 84.,-1.,0.,84.,1.,0.,84.,1.,24.,84.,-1.,24.0,
+ -12.,1.,0.,84.,1.,0.,84.,1.,24.,·12.,1.,24.0,
+ -12.,-1.,0.,84.,-1.,0.,84.,1.,0.,·l2.,1.,0.0/

C DATA FOR STRUCTURE 19: ATTACHMENT STRUCTURES TO CRANK AND ROD
C

REAL PTDY1(12,6,1)/-.5,-.5,24.5,-.5,.5,24.5,.5,.5,24.5,.5,-.5,24.5
+ ,-.5,-.5,0.,-.5,-.5,24.5,-.5,.5,24.5,-.5,.5,0.0,
+ .5,·.5,0.,.5,-.5,24.5,-.5,-.5,24.5,-.5,—.5,0.0,
+ .5,.5,0.,.5,.5,24.5,.5,-.5,24.5,.5,-.5,0.0,
+ -.5,.5,0.,-.5,.5,24.5,.5,.5,24.5,.5,.5,0.0,
+ -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,.5,0.,.5,.5,0.,.5,-.5,0.0/

C
C DATA FOR STRUCTURES 20,21,22: ROD LENGTH
C

REAL PTDY2(12,6,3)/.5,-.5,0.0,.5,.5,0.0,.5,.5,1.,.5,-.5,1.0,
+ .5,-.5,1.,.5,.5,1.,15.l 1,.5,1.,15.11,-.5,1.0,
+ .5,·.5,0.0,.5,—.5,1.,15.11,-.5,1.,15.11,-.5,0.00,
+15.11,-.5,1.,15.11,.5,1.,15.11,.5,0.0,15.11,-.5,0.00,
+ 15.11,·.5,0.0,15.11,.5,0.0,.5,.5,0.0,.5,-.5,0.00,
+ .5,.5,0.0,.5,.5,1.,15.11,.5,l.,15.11,.5,0.00,
+ .5,-.5,0.0,.5,.5,0.0,.5,.5,1.,.5,-.5,1.0,
+.5,-.5,1.,.5,.5,1.,16.48,.5,1.,16.48,-.5,1.0,
+ .5,·.5,0.0,.5,-.5,1.,16.48,-.5,1.,16.48,-.5,0.00,
+ 16.48,-.5,1.,16.48,.5,1.,16.48,.5,0.0,16.48,-.5,0.00,
+ 16.48,-.5,0.0,16.48,.5,0.0,.5,.5,0.0,.5,-.5,0.00,
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+ .5,.5,0.0,.5,.5,1.,16.48,.5,1.,16.48,.5,0.00,
+ .5,·.5,0.0,.5,.5,0.0,.5,.5,1.,.5,-.5, 1.0,
+ .5,-.5,1],.5,.5,1.,17.86,.5,1.,17.86,-.5,1.0,
+ .5,·.5,0.0,.5,·.5,1.,17.86,-.5,1.,17.86,-.5,0.00,
+ 17.86,-.5,1.,17.86,.5,1.,17.86,.5,0.0,17.86,-.5,0.00,
+ 17.86,-.5,0.0,17.86,.5,0.0,.5,.5,0.0,.5,-.5,0.00,
+ .5,.5,0.0,.5,.5,1.,17.86,.5,1.,17.86,.5,0.00/

C

E
DATA FOR STRUCTURES 23,24,25: CRANK LENGTH

REAL PTDY3(12,6,3)/-.5,-.5,12.25,-.5,1.09,12.25,.5,1.09,12.25,.5
+ ,-.5,12.250, -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,1.09,0.,-.5,1.09,12.25,-.5,-.5,12.250,
&-.5,1.09,0.,-.5,1.09,12.25,.5,1.09,12.25,.5,1.09,0.0,
+ .5,-.5,12.25,.5,1.09,12.25,.5,1.09,0.,.5,-.5,0.0,
+ -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,-.5,12.25,.5,-.5,12.25,.5,~.5,0.,
+ .5,-.5,0.,.5,1.09,0.,-.5,1.09,0.,—.5,-.5,0.0,
+ -.5,-.5,12.25,-.5,1.29,12.25,.5,1.29,12.25,.5,-.5,12.250,
+ -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,1.29,0.,-.5, 1.29, 12.25,-.5,-.5, 12.250,
+ -.5,1.29,0.,-.5,1.29,12.25,.5,1.29,12.25,.5,1.29,0.0,
+ .5,-.5,12.25,.5,1.29,12.25,.5,l.29,0.,.5,-.5,0.0,
+ -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,-.5,12.25,.5,-.5,12.25,.5,-.5,0.0,
+ .5,-.5,0.,.5,1.29,0.,-.5,1.29,0.,·.5,-.5,0.0, ·
+ -.5,-.5,12.25,-.5,1.485,12.25,.5,1;485,12.25,.5,-.5,12.250,
+ -.5,-.5,0.,-.5, 1.485,0.,-.5, 1.485,12.25,-.5,-.5, 12.250,
+ -.5,1.485,0.,-.5,1.485, 12.25,.5,1.485,12.25,.5,1.485,0.0,
+ .5,-.5,12.25,.5,1.485,12.25,.5,1.485,0.,.5,-.5,0.0,
+ -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,-.5,12.25,.5,-.5,12.25,.5,-.5,0.0,
+ .5,-.5,0.,.5,1.485,0.,-.5,1.485,0.,-.5,-.5,0.0/

C
C DATA FOR STRUCTURES 26,27,28: CRANK LENGTH(BACKSIDE VIEWS)
C

REAL PTDY4(12,6,3)/-.5,-.5,12.25,-.5,1.09,12.25,.5,1.09,12.25,.5
+ ,-.5,12.250, -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,-.5,12.25,.5,-.5,12.25,.5,-.5,0.,
+ .5,-.5,12.25,.5,1.09,12.25,.5,1.09,0.,.5,·.5,0.0,
+ ·.5,1.09,0.,-.5,1.09,12.25,.5,1.09,12.25,.5,1.09,0.0,
+ -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,1.09,0.,-.5, 1 .09, 12.25,-.5,-.5, 12.250,
+ .5,-.5,0.,.5,1.09,0.,-.5,1.09,0.,·.5,-.5,0.0,
+ -.5,-.5,12.25,-.5,1.29,12.25,.5,1.29,12.25,.5,-.5,12.250,
+ -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,-.5,12.25,.5,-.5,12.25,.5,~.5,0.0,
+.5,-.5,12.25,.5,1.29,12.25,.5,1.29,0.,.5,-.5,0.0,
+ -.5,1.29,0.,-.5,1.29,12.25,.5,1.29,12.25,.5,1.29,0.0,
+ -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,1.29,0.,-.5,1.29, 12.25,-.5,-.5, 12.250,

_ + .5,-.5,0.,.5,1.29,0.,-.5,1.29,0.,-.5,-.5,0.0,
+ -.5,-.5, 12.25,-.5, 1.485, 12.25,.5, 1 .485, 12.25,.5,-.5, 12.250,
+ -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,-.5,12.25,.5,-.5,12.25,.5,-.5,0.0,
+ .5,-.5,12.25,.5,1.485,12.25,.5,1.485,0.,.5,-.5,0.0, .
+ -.5,1.485,0.,-.5,1.485,12.25,.5,1.485,12.25,.5,1.485,0.0,
+ -.5,-.5,0.,-.5,1.485,0.,-.5,1.485,12.25,-.5,-.5,12.250,
+ .5,-.5,0.,.5,1.485,0.,~.5,1.485,0.,-.5,-.5,0.0/

C
C
C
C

REAL A(3)/0.0,-10.0,0.0/,B(3)/0.0,0.0,0.0/,C(3)/0.0,20.0,0.0/,
+ D(3)/0.0,0.0,0.0/,E(3)/62.0,0.0,0.0/,F(3)/14.61,0.0,0.0/,G(3)/
+ 15.98,0.0,0.0/,H(3)/17.36,0.0,0.0/,H1(3)/0.0,0.0,0.0/,
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+ C1(3)/0.0,10.0,0.0/ °
C
E:] OPEN STRUCTURES 16 THROUGH 28

DO 1000 I= 1,13
CALL GPOPST (ISHAKE(I))

C(C: SET INTERIOR STYLE AND COLOR
CALL GPIS (2)
CALL GPICI (3)

C
E SET EDGE FLAGGING AND COLOR

CALL GPEF (2)
CALL GPECI (0)

C
DO 2000 J = 1,6

DO 3000 K= 1,12
IF (I.LE.3) THEN
SIDE(K) = PTDY(K,J,I)

ELSE IF (I.EQ.4) THEN
SIDE(K) = PTDY1(K,J,1)

ELSE IF (I.GE.5.AND.I.LE.7) THEN
SIDE(K) = PTDY2(K,J,1-4)

ELSE IF (I.GE.8.AND.I.LE.10) THEN
SIDE(K) = PTDY3(K,J,1-7)

ELSE IF (I,GE.11) THEN
SIDE(K) = PTDY4(K,J,I· 10)

END IF »
3000 CONTINUE _

C
CALL GPPG3 (1,4,3,SIDE)

2000 CONTINUE ‘
C
C .

„ C
CALL GPMT (1)
CALL GPPMCI (0)
IF (I.EQ.1) THEN
CALL GPPM2 (1,3,A)
CALL GPPM2 (1,3,B)
CALL GPPM2 (1,3,C) ‘

ELSE IF (I.EQ.2) THEN
CALL GPPM2 (1,3,B)
CALL GPPM2 (1,3,Cl)

ELSE IF (I.EQ.3) THEN
CALL GPPM2 (1,3,D)
CALL GPPM2 (1,3,E) .

ELSE IF (I.EQ.5) THEN V
CALL GPPM2 (1,3,F)

ELSE IF (I.EQ.6) THEN
CALL GPPM2 (1,3,G)

ELSE IF (LEQ.7) THEN
CALL GPPM2 (1,3,H)

ELSE IF (I.GE.8) THEN
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CALL GPPM2 (1,3,Hl)
END IF .

C
C CLOSE STRUCTURES 16 THROUGH 28
C

CALL GPCLST
1000 CONTINUE

C
C
C .

RETURN
END ‘ —

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE MAINFR
C***¤l•**·|·*¤l¤¤|•¤|¤·I¤********Il*¤|¤•!¤+*¤I•******1-*******¤I•¤|¤************¤|•****¤|¤***********C
C MAINFRAME .
C
C SUBROUTINE
C
C DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF A SHAKER UNIT
C
C GREGORY A. WEEKS
C .
C THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE SEVEN INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS (FRAME
C PIECES) AND PLACES THEM IN THEIR PROPER PLACE SO WE HAVE A
C STATIC FRAME THAT HOLDS THE DYNAMIC SHAKER UNIT.
C
C‘C

C
C START OF COMMON BLOCK
C

COMMON THRAB(61),THRDB(61),THRL(6l),THRD(6l),TH2(6l),X1,Y1,RAX(6l)
&,RAY(61),RDX(61),RDY(61),R,RL,EP,FREQ,IDSTR,RH,TH(61)
COMMON /AREA2/IFRAME(47)
COMMON /AREA3/ISHAKE(76)
COMMON /AREA4/PICK,K
COMMON /AREA7/PICK5,N2(2)

C
C END OF COMMON BLOCK
C

REAL*4 HGHTl,HGHT2,POS1(2),POS2(2),POS3(2),POS4(2),MATRIX(16),
&XYZ(3)
INTEGER PKPATH(3,3)
CHARACTER*27 TXT1
CHARACTER*40 TXT2
CHARACTER*7 TXT3
CHARACTER*7 TXT4

C
C VECTOR COORDINATES FOR FRAME STRUCTURES
C .

REAL XYZ1(3,34)/0.,0.,43.0, 0.,0.,2.0, 0.,0.,37.0, 89.,0.,2.0,
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+ 69.,0.,2.0, $9.,0.,2.0, $9.,0.,37.0, 89.,2.,4}.0,
+ 0.,2.,}7.0, 0.,41.2$,35.0, $9.,2.,37.0, $9.,41.2$,3$.0,
+ 69.,2.,4}.0, 69.,2.,27.5, 69.,27.5,27.5, 71.,27.5,}7.$,
+ 71.,27.$,27.5, $9.,41.2$,8.0, $9.,2.,6.0, 0.,41.2$,8.0,
+ 0.,2.,6.0, 0.,70.,4}.0, 0.,70.,2.0, 89.,70.,2.0,
+ $9.,70.,2.0, 0.,0.,0.0, 69.,2.,0.0, 69.,2.,1$.$,
+ 69.,27.5,0.0, 71.,27.5,1$.$, 71.,27.5,5.$, 89.,27.5,2.0,
+ 89.,2.,0.0, 0.,70.,0.0/

C
REAL ABC(3)/0.,O.,0./

C
REAL A(3)/1.0,40.2$,0.0/,B(})/1.0,40.25,0.0/,C(})/ 1.0,40.25,0.0/

C
C

DATA TXT1/’SHAKER SIMULATION COMPLETED’/,LN1/27/,POS1/5.0,120.0/
DATA TXT2 /’WOULD YOU LIKE TO RUN THE PROGRAM AGAIN?’/,LN2 / 40 /,
+POS2 /2.0,110.0/,HGHT1 / 3.5 /,HGHT2 / 2.5 /
DATA TXT}/'* YES *’/,LN3/7/,POS3/20.0,100.0/
DATA TXT4/’ * NO *’/,LN4/7/,POS4/60.0,100.0/
IF (PICK.GE.2) THEN
XYZ1(2,10) = 41.25-$9.0*TAN(EP)
XYZ1(2,20) = 41.25-$9.0*TAN(EP) °
B(2) = 40.2$·59.0*TAN(EP)

END IF
C
C OPEN STRUCTURE 15·MAIN FRAME OF SHAKER
C

DO 25 K= 1,37
CALL GPOPST (IFRAME(K+ 10))

C .
C TEXT FOR STATIC FRAME
C ‘ .

IF (PICK.EQ.l.OR.PICK.EQ.2) THEN
CALL GPACFO (1,1,11)
CALL GPTXFO (11)
CALL GPTXPR (3)
CALL GPCHH (HGHT1)
CALL GPTXCI (3)
CALL GPTX2 (POS1,LN1,TXT1)
CALL GPCHH (HGHT2)
CALL GPTX2 (POS2,LN2,TXT2)
CALL GPTXCI (2)
CALL GPADCN (2,N2)
CALL GPACFO (1,1,10)
CALL GPTXFO (10)
CALL GPTXPR (3)
CALL GPPKID (16)
CALL GPTX2 (POS3,LN3,TXT3)

. CALL GPPKID (17)
CALL GPTX2 (POS4,LN4,TXT4)
CALL GPRCN (2,N2)

ENDIF
C
C COPY STRUCTURES AND TRANSFORM BASED ON PRIORITY ’
C

DO 4000 I= 1,34
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DO 5000 J = 1,3
XYZ(J) = XYZ1(J,I) _

5000 CONTINUE _
CALL GPTRL3 (XYZ,MATRIX)
CALL GPGLX3 (MATRIX)
IF (I.EO.1.0R.I.EQ.22.0R.I.EQ.26.0R.I.EQ.34) THEN
CALL GPCPST (IFRAME(1))

ELSE IF (I.EQ.8.0R.I.EQ.9.0R.I.EQ.11.0R.I.EQ.19.0R.I.EQ.21.0R.I.EQ
+.33) THEN

CALL GPCPST (IFRAME(2))
CALL GPMT (1)
CALL GPPMCI (0)
IF (I.EO.19) CALL GPPM2 (1,3,A)
IF (I.EQ.21) CALL GPPM2 (1,3,B)

ELSE IF(I.EQ.4.0R.I.EQ.5.0R.I.EQ.32.0R.I.GE.23.AND.I.LE.25)THEN
. CALL GPCPST (IFRAME(3))

ELSE IF (I.EQ.10.0R.I.EQ.12.0R.I.EQ.18.0R.I.EQ.20) THEN
CALL GPCPST (IFRAME(4))

ELSE IF (I.EQ.16.0R.I.EQ.17.0R.I.EQ.30.0R.I.EQ.31) THEN
CALL GPCPST (IFRAME(5))
IF (I.EO.17.AND.PICK.EO.2) THEN
CALL GPTRL3 (ABC,MATRIX)
CALL GPGLX3 (MATRIX) •
CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(K + 15))
END IF
IF (I.EQ.17.AND.PICK.EQ.4) THEN
CALL GPTRL3 (ABC,MATRIX)
CALL GPGLX3 (MATRIX) ’
CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(K + 15))
END IF

ELSE IF (1.EQ.13.0R.I.EQ.14.0R.I.EQ.27.0R.I.EQ.28) THEN
CALL GPCPST (IFRAME(6))

ELSE IF (I.EQ.15.0R.I.EO.29) THEN
CALL GPCPST (IFRAME(7))

ELSE IF (I.EQ.2.0R.I.EO.3.0R.I.EQ.6.0R.I.EQ.7) THEN
CALL GPCPST (IFRAME(8))

END IF ·
4000 CONTINUE

CALL GPPM3 (1,3,C)
C
C CLOSE STRUCTURE 15 STATIC FRAME
C
. CALL GPCLST

25 CONTINUE
XYZl(2,10) = 41.25
XYZ1(2,20) = 41.25
B(2) = 40.25

C
C .
C

RETURN
END .

C
C
C -
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SUBROUTINE MAINSH
C
C MAINSHAKER
C
C SUBROUTINE
C
C DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF A SHAKER UNIT
C
C GREGORY A. WEEKS
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE SIX INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS (SHAKER
C PIECES) AND PLACES THEM IN THEIR PROPER PLACE SO WE HAVE A
C STATIC SHAKER UNIT.
C
CC:¤|¤¤|¤¤|¤¤|¤¤|¤¤O¤¤I¤¤|¤¤|¤¤|¤¤|¤¤|¤¤O¤¤|•¤I¤¤|¤¤|¤*¤|¤**¤|¤*#¤|¤¤|¤•|¤***¤|¤¤I¤·|¤¤|¤¤|¤¤|¤·|¤'t¤|¤•|•*¤|¤·I¤******4-*=I¤¤|¤¤|¤+¤|¤¤|¤¤|¤•|·¤O•¤|¤=|¤*¤|¤¤|¤¤|¤¤0¤¤|¤4-**
C
C
C START OF COMMON BLOCK
C

COMMON THRAB(61),THRDB(61),THRL(61),THRD(61),TH2(61),X1,Y1,RAX(61)
&,RAY(61),RDX(61),RDY(61),R,RL,EP,FREQ,IDSTR,RH,TH(61),PSI
COMMON /AREA3/ISHAKE(76)
COMMON /AREA4/PICK,K
COMMON /AREA5/PICK1,PICK2,PICK3,PICK4
COMMON /AREA7/PICK5,N2(2)

C .
C END OF COMMON BLOCK
C

REAL*4 MATRIX(16),MATRXA(16),MATRXB(16),XYZ(3),XYZ2(3,9)
REAL*4 HGHT1,HGHT2,POS1(2),POS2(2),POS3(2),POS4(2)
CHARACTER*27 TXT1
CHARACTER*40 TXT2 °
CHARACTER*7 TXT3,TXT4

C .
C .
C

DATA TXT1/'SHAKER SIMULATION COMPLETED’/,LN1/27/,POS1 /5.0,120.0/
DATA TXT2/’WOULD YOU LIKE TO RUN THE PROGRAM AGAIN?’/,LN2 / 40 /,
+ POS2 /2.0,110.0/,HGHT1 / 3.5 /, HGHT2 /2.5/
DATA TXT3/’* YES *’/,LN3/7/,POS3/20.0,100.0/
DATA TXT4/’ * NO *’/,LN4/7/,POS4/60.0,100.0/ ‘
PI = 3.1415926

C
C

DO 6000 K= 1,37
C
C VECTOR COORDINATES FOR FRAME STRUCTURES
C
C LOWER SWING ARM

XYZ2(1,1) = 1.0
XYZ2(2,1) = 42.25-59.0*TAN(EP)
XYZ2(3,l) = 34.5

C UPPER SWING ARM
XYZ2(1,2) = 60.0
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XYZ2(2,2) = 42.25
XYZ2(3,2) = 34.5 _

C SHAKER SCREEN
XYZ2(1,3) = 1.0+RDX(K)
XYZ2(2,3) = 42.25—59.0*TAN(EP) +RDY(K)
XYZ2(3,3) = 10.5

C UPPER SWING ARM ATTACHMENT TO ROD
XYZ2(1,4) = 60.0-RAX(K)
XYZ2(2,4) = 42.25·RAY(K)
XYZ2(3,4) = 10.5

C CRANK
XYZ2(1,5) = 60.0+X1 · .
XYZ2(2,5) = 42.25-Y1
XYZ2(3,5) = 23.25

C ROD
XYZ2(1,6) = 60.0-RAX(K)
XYZ2(2,6) = 42.25·RAY(K) · _
XYZ2(3,6) = 22.25

C UPPER SWING ARM
XYZ2(1,7) = 60.0
XYZ2(2,7) = 42.25
XYZ2(3,7) = 10.0

C LOWER SWING ARM
XYZ2(1,8) = 1.0
XYZ2(2,8) = 42.25-59.0*TAN(EP)
XYZ2(3,8) = 10.0 —

C
C OPEN STRUCTURES 26 THRU 86 - ASSEMBLED SHAKER UNIT
C .

CALL GPOPST (ISHAKE(K+ 15))
C
C TEXT FOR SHAKER UNIT
C

IF (PICK.EQ.3.0R.K.EQ.37) THEN
CALL GPACFO (1,1,11)
CALL GPTXFO (11)
CALL GPTXPR (3)

”
CALL GPCHH (HGHT1)
CALL GPTXCI (3)
CALL GPTX2 (POS1,LN1,TXT1)
CALL GPCHH (HGHT2)
CALL GPTX2 (POS2,LN2,TXT2)
CALL GPADCN (2,N2)
CALL GPACFO (1,1,10)
CALL GPTXFO (10)
CALL GPTXPR (3)
CALL GPTXCI (2)
CALL GPPKID (16)
CALL GPTX2 (POS3,LN3,TXT3)
CALL GPPKID (17)
CALL GPTX2 (POS4,LN4,TXT4)
CALL GPRCN (2,N2)

END IF
C
C COPY STRUCTURES AND TRANSFORM BASED ONPRIORITYC
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DO 4000 I= 1,8
DO 5000 J = 1,3
XYZ(J) = XYZ2(J,1)

5000 CONTINUE
IF (I.EQ.2.0R.I.EQ.7) THEN
ANGLE = THRAB(K) '

ELSE IF (I.EQ.1.0R.I.EQ.8)THEN
ANGLE = THRD(K)
ELSE IF(I.EQ.3) THEN

ANGLE = THRDB(K)
ELSE IF (I.EQ.5) THEN

ANGLE = TH2(K)”
ELSE IF (I.EQ.4.0R.I.EQ.6) THEN

ANGLE = THRL(K)
END IF
CALL GPROTZ (ANGLE,MATRXA)
CALL GPTRL3 (XYZ,MATRXB)
CALL GPCMT3 (MATRXA,MATRXB,MATRIX)
CALL GPGLX3 (MATRIX)
IF (I.EQ.2.0R.I.EQ.7) THEN
CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(1))

ELSE IF (I.EO.1.0R.I.EQ.8)THEN
CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(2))

ELSE IF(I.EQ.3) THEN
CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(3))

ELSE IF (I.EQ.4) THEN
CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(4))

ELSE IF (I.EQ.5) THEN
IF (TH(K).LT.PI.OR.TH(K).GE.0.0) THEN

C WORKS AT PI/2 TO PI
IF (PICK1.EO.l) CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(11)) .
IF (PICKl.EQ.2) CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(12))
IF (PICKLEQ.3) CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(13))

END IF
IF (TH(K).GE.PI.AND.TH(K).LT.2.*PI)THEN

C WORKS AT PI TO 1.5PI
IF (PICK1.EQ.1) CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(9))
IF (PICKl.EQ.2) CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(10))
IF (PICK1.EQ.3) CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(11))

END IF
ELSE IF (I.EQ.6) THEN

IF (PICK2.EQ.4) CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(5))
IF (PICK2.EQ.5) CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(6))
IF (PICK2.EQ.6) CALL GPCPST (ISHAKE(7))

END IF
4000 CONTINUE

C
C CLOSE STRUCTURE 26 THRU 86 · ASSEMBLED SHAKER UNIT
C

CALL GPCLST
C
C
C
6000 CONTINUE

RETURN
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END
C
C .
C

SUBROUTINE COORDC. ·•-·•--•-+·•-·•-·•-·•-+-•-·•--•·+-•··•-n·+·•--•·-•-n-•·-•--•--•--•·-•-·•··•·-•·-•-·•-·•·-•·-•·-•·•··•·-•·-•··•-·•·•··•··•·•-»·-•·-•··•-·•·-•··•··•·-•··•··•·-•··•··•··•··•·-•··•·-•·
C ·•- -•-
C ·•·

° ·•·
C ·•·

-•·
C -•·

·•·C •· ¢ A
C ·•· ·•·
CC ·•·

·•·C ·•·-•··•··•··•·-•-·•··•··•·•··•·•··•--•··•··•··•--•··•··•··•··•··•·•··•·-•··•··•--•··•·••·•-—•··•··•·-•·-•·•·•·•··•··•·-•··•·•·•·-•··•··•·•-·•··•··•-·•··•··•··•··•·-•··•··•·•·-•-·•··•·
C

COMMON THRAB(61),THRDB(61),THRL(61),THRD(61),TH2(61),X1,Y1,RAX(61)
&,RAY(61),RDX(61),RDY(61),R,RL,EP,FREQ,IDSTR,RH,TH(61),PSI
COMMON /AREA5/PICKl,PICK2,PICK3,PICK4

C
DIMENSION RBX(61),RBY(61),RDBX(6l),RDBY(61),TH1(6l),AMU(61),AMU1(6

&1),FE(61),ABX(61),ABY(61),ADBX(6l),ADBY(6l),ADX(61),ADY(61),AXB(61
&),AYB(61),ALDT(61),AL2DT(61),AL(6l),GAMMA1(61),GAMMA2(6l),ALAB(61)
&,ALBD(6l),ALDE(61),OMAB(61),OMBD(61),OMDE(61),DEG(61),AMU2(61)

C
C ******"' OPENS OUTPUT FILE NAMED XY OUTPUT

'

OPEN(UNIT = 7,FILE = ’NAME')
C
C ******"‘ VARIABLE DECLARATIONS FOR XY FORTRAN ******C
C

PI = 3.1415926
RADIAN = (PI/180.0)

C
C "'*****"' LENGTH OF INPUT LINK (DRIVE MECHANISM) IN INCHES **"'***C

IF (PICKLEQ.1) R = 1.5/2.54
IF (PICKl.EO.2) R = 2.0/2.54
IF (PICKLEQ.3) R = 2.5/2.54

C
C "'****** LENGTH OF OUTPUT LINK (DRIVE MECHANISM)IN INCHES ******C **"‘**** (THE LOWER PORTION OF THE UPPER SWING ARM ) ******C

RA = 25.4/2.54
C
C *"‘**"'*"' LENGTH OF INPUT LINK (SHAKER SCREEN) IN INCHES ******C ***"'*** ( THE UPPER PORTION OF THE UPPER SWING ARM ) ******C

RB = 50.8/2.54
C
C -•-+·•·-•··•--•·-•- ••·•-·•··•·-•-
C

RBDT = 0.0
RBZDT = 0.0

C
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C ******* TOTAL LENGTH OF THE UPPER SWING ARM IN INCHES ******C
RAB = RA+ RB

C
C ******* LENGTH BEI WEEN SHAKER SCREEN ATTACHMENT POINTS ******C **"'**** IN INCHES ***‘°'**C

RDB = 157.5/2.54
C
C ******* LENGTH OF OUTPUT LINK (SHAKER SCREEN)IN INCHES ******C ******* (THE LOWER SWING ARM) ******C · .

RD = 25.4/2.54 .
C
C "'****** LENGTH OF CRANK MECHANISM IN INCHES · VARIABLE ******’ C .

IF (PICK2.EQ.4) RL = 37.1/2.54
IF (PICK2.EO.5) RL = 40.6/2.54
IF (PICK2.EQ.6) RL = 44.1/2.54

C
C ***‘°'*** DISTANCE IN INCHES BEI WEEN STATIONARY MOTOR AND THE ******C *‘°'**"'** ATTACHMENT POINT OF THE UPPER SWING ARM TO THE ******C ******* STATIC FRAME ******C

C = 49.3/2.54 —
C
C ******* HORIZONTAL DISTANCE IN INCHES BETWEEN STATIONARY ******C ******* MOTOR AND THE ATTACHMENT POINT OF THE UPPER SWING ******C ***'°'*** ARM TO THE STATIC FRAME ******C

X1 = 41.3/2.54· C
C ******* VERTICAL DISTANCE IN INCHES BETWEEN STATIONARY ******C ******* MOTOR AND THE ATTACHMENT POINT OF THE UPPER SWING ******C ******* ARM TO THE STATIC FRAME ******C

Y1 = 26.7/2.54E C
C ****"'** ANGLE IN RADIANS BETWEEN THE HORIZONTAL OF THE ATT- ******C **‘°'**** ACHMENT POINT OF THE UPPER SWING ARM AND THE MOTOR ******C

PSI = ATAN(Y1/X1)
C
C ******* ANGLE IN RADIANS OF SCREEN INCL1NATION·VAR1ABLE ***"'**

l
C ****"'** NOT THE SAME AS THE PARAMETER MENU SINCE THE UPPER ******C ******* SWING ARM AND LOWER SWING ARM ARE OF DIFFERENT LENGTHS****
C

IF (PICK3.EQ.7) EP = ·9.3*RADIAN
. IF (PICK3.EQ.8) EP = ·4.3*RAD1AN

IF (PICK3.EQ.9) EP = 0.7*RAD1AN
IF (PICK3.EQ.10) EP = 5.7*RADIAN
IF (P1CK3.EQ.11) EP = 10.7*RADLAN
RH = 59.0/COS(EP) .

C
C ******* FREQUENCY OF THE ELECTRIC MOTOR IN HERTZ · VARIABLE ******C
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IF (PICK4.EO.I2) FREQ = 1.25 ·
IF (PICK4.EQ.13) FREQ = 1.50
IF (PICK4.EQ.14) FREQ = 1.75
IF (PICK4.EQ.15) FREQ = 2.00

C
THDT = 2.0*PI*FREQ

C
TH2DT = 0.0

C
C ****** THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM ANGLES THAT ALPHA CAN ATTAIN ******C **"‘*** FROM LINE C TO THE OUTPUT LINKAGE (RA) ******C

ALMAX = ACOS((RA**2+ C**2-(RL+ R)**2)/(2.*RA*C))
ALMIN = ACOS((RA**2+C**2-(RL-R)**2)/(2."'RA*C))

C
C *"'***** INCREMENT OF ANGULAR CHANGE ******C

RINC = 10.0*RADIAN
C

DO 10,I = 1,37,1
E

C
C
C ******"‘ ANGLE IN RADIANS BETWEEN LINE C AND INPUT LINK R ******C ******‘°‘ FROM THE RIGHT SIDE OF LINE C AT THE MOTOR ******C .

TH(I) = RINC*(I-1)
DEG(I) = TH(I)/RADIAN

C
C ******* ANGLE IN RADIANS BETWEEN LINE C AND INPUT LINK R ******C ******* ANGLE ON THE INSIDE OF THE FOUR BAR LINKAGE ******C

TH2(I) = (·PI/2.0-PSI + TH(I))
TH1(I) = TH(I)+ PI

C
Z1 = SQRT(C**2+R**2-2.*R*C"'COS(TH1(I)))

C
C ******* TRANSMISSION ANGLE INRADIANSC

**"‘*"'*"' ANGLE BETWEEN OUTPUT LINK (RA) AND CRANK (RL) ******
C

GAMMA1(I) = ACOS((C**2+R**2—2.*R*C*COS(TH1(I))-RL**2-RA**2)/(—2.*R
&L*RA))

C
ALI = ACOS((Z1**2+RA**2-RL**2)/(2.*Z1*RA))

C
AL2 = ACOS((ZI**2+C**2-R**2)/(2.*ZI*C))

C
AL(I) = ALI-AL2

l
IF (TH(I).GE.PI) AL(I)= AL1+AL2

C
C **"'*"'** ANGULAR VELOCITY OF THE OUTPUT LINK (RA) AND THE ******
C **"'**** INPUT LINK (RB) FOR THE SHAKER SCREEN ******
C

ALDT(I) = (((R/RA)*SIN(TH(I))-(R/C)*SIN(TH(I)+AL(I)))*THDT)/(SIN(A
&L(I)) + (R/C)*SIN(TH(I) + AL(I)))

C
C ******* ANGULAR ACCELERATION OF THE OUTPUT LINK (RA) AND ******
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C ******* INPUT LINK (RB) FOR THE SHAKER SCREEN ******C
AL2DT(I) = (((R/RA)*SIN(TH(I))-(R/C)*SIN(TH(I)+AL(I)))*TH2DT+((R/R
&A)*COS(TH(I)) *THDT-(R/C)*COS(TH(I) + AL(I))*(THDT + ALDT(I)))*THDT·(R/
&C) *COS(TH(I) + AL(I)) *(THDT + ALDT(I)) *ALDT(I)-COS(AL(I)) *ALDT(I)* *2)/
&(SIN(AL(I)) + (R/C)*SIN(TH(I) + AL(I)))

C
C ******* TANGENTIAL ACCELERATION OF POINT B ******C

AALB = RB*AL2DT(I)+ 2.*RBDT*ALDT(I)
C
C ******* RADIAL ACCELERATION OF POINT B ******C

ARADB = RB2DT·RB*ALDT(I)**2
C

· C ******* ACCELERATION OF POINT B IN THE X DIRECTION PARALLEL ******C ++·•-4--•-H TO LINE C +·•·-•-«·-u .
C

AXPB = -ARADB*COS(AL(I))+AALB*SIN(AL(I))
C
C ******* ACCELERATION OF POINT B IN THE Y DIRECTION PARALLEL ******C ·•-++·•-·•--•--•- TO LINE C -n-•-·•··•-*
C

AYPB = ARADB*SIN(AL(I))+AALB"'COS(AL(I))
C
C ******* ACCELERATION OF POINT B IN THE X AND Y DIRECTION ******C

AXB(I) = AXPB*COS(PSI)+AYPB*SIN(PSI)
AYB(I) = ·AXPB*SIN(PSI)+AYPB*COS(PSI)

C
AMU1(I) = PI-(AL(I)+ PSI)

C° AMU(I) = AL(I)+ PSI+ EP
C

GAMMA2(I) = ACOS((RH**2+RB**2-2.*RH*RB*COS(AMU(I))~RDB**2·RD**2)/(
&·2.*RD*RDB))

C
Z2 = SQRT(RB**2+RH**2·2.*RB*RH*COS(AMU(I)))

C
FEI = ACOS((Z2**2+RD**2—RDB**2)/(2.*Z2*RD))
FE2 = ACOS((Z2**2+RH**2·RB**2)/(2.*Z2*RH)) _
FE(I) = FE1+FE2+EP ”

C
C
C

RAX(I) = RA*COS(AMU1(I))
RAY(I) = RA*SIN(AMU1(I))

C
RBX(I) = RB*COS(AMUl(I))
RBY(I) = RB*SIN(AMU1(I))

C
RDX(I) = RD*COS(FE(I))
RDY(I) = RD*SIN(FE(I)) EC
RDBX(I) = -RBX(I)-59.0+RDX(I)
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RDBY(I) = RDY(I)-59.0*TAN(EP)·RBY(I)
C
C ******* ANGULAR VELOCITIES OF THE SCREEN AND SWING ARMS ******C

OMAB(I) = ALDT(I)
OMBD(I) = ALDT(I)"'(RDX(I)"'RBY(I)-RDY(I)*RBX(I))/(RDY(I)*RDBX(I)·RD

· &X(I)*RDBY(I))
OMDE(I) = ALDT(I)*(RBY(I)*RDBX(I)·RDBY(I)"'RBX(I))/(RDBX(I)*RDY(I)·

&RDBY(I)*RDX(I))
C

Cl = -AL2DT(I)*RBY(I) + ALDT(I)**2*RBX(I) + OMBD(I)"'*2*RDBX(I)·OMDE

C2 = ·AL2DT(I)*RBX(I)-ALDT(I)**2*RBY(I)-OMBD(I)**2*RDBY(I)+ OMDE
&(I)*"'2*RDY(I)

C
C ******* ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS OF THE SCREEN AND SWING ARMS ******C

ALAB(I) = AL2DT(I)
ALBD(I) = (C2-C1"'(RDX(I)/RDY(I)))/((RDX(I)/RDY(I))*RDBY(I)-R

&DBX(I))
ALDE(I) = C1/RDY(I)+ RDBY(I)/RDY(I)*((C2-Cl*RDX(I)/RDY(I))

&/(RDX(I)*RDBY(I)/RDY(I)—RDBX(I)))
C
C ******* ACCELERATIONS OF POINT B IN THE X AND Y DIRECTIONS **"'**"'
C ******* THIS IS ALSO THE SAME AS AXB AND AYB, A GOOD CHECK ****"‘*C

ABX(I) = -(—AL2DT(I)*RBY(I)+ALDT(I)**2*RBX(I))
ABY(I) = ·(AL2DT(I)*RBX(I)+ALDT(I)**2*RBY(I))

C
C ******"' ACCELERATIONS OF POINT D IN THE X AND Y DIRECTIONS ******
C

ADX(I) = ·(RDY(I)"'ALDE(I)+ OMDE(I)**2*RDX(I))
ADY(I) = (RDX(I)*ALDE(I)-OMDE(I)**2*RDY(I))

C
C *****"'* ACCELERATIONS OF POINT D RELATIVE TO POINT B IN THE *"'****C ******* X AND Y DIRECTIONS ****"‘*
C

ADBX(I) = -(RDBY(I)*ALBD(I)+ OMBD(I)**2*RDBX(I))
ADBY(I) = RDBX(I)*ALBD(I)·OMBD(I)**2*RDBY(I)

C
C *"'***** ANGLES OF INCLINATION FROM THE HORIZONTAL FOR THE *****‘°'
C **"'**** THE DYNAMIC STRUCTURES OF THE SHAKER UNIT ******
C

THRAB(I) = -AMU2(I)
THRD(I) = -(PI/2.0-FE(I))
THRL(I) = AMU1(I)-GAMMA1(I)
THRDB(I) = ATAN(RDBY(I)/RDBX(I))

C
10 CONTINUE

”
C
C
CC

RETURN
END
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